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Abstract
Most raw data is not binary, but over some often large and structw-ed alphabet. Sometimes it is convenient to deal with binarised data sequence, but typically
exploiting the original structure of the data significantly improves performance
in many practical applications. In this thesis, we study Martin-Liif random sequences that are maximally incompressible and provide a topological view on the
size of the set of random sequences. We also investigate the relationship between
binary data compression techniques and modelling natural language text with the
latter using raw unbinarised data sequence from a large alphabet. We perform an
experimental comparative study for t hem , including an empirical comparison between Kneser-Ney (KN) variants wit h regular Context Tree Weight ing algori thm
(CTW) and phase CTW, and with large-alphabet CTW with different estimators.
We also apply t he idea of Hutter 's adaptive sparse Dirichlet-multinomial coding
to the KN method and provide a hew-istic to make t he discount ing parameter
adaptive. The KN with th.is adaptive discounting parameter outperforms the
traditional KN method on the Large Calgary corpus:
Keywords
Kolmogorov Complexity; minimum description length; online learning; sparse
coding; adaptive parameters; Dirichlet process; data compression; universal compression; context tree weighting; small/ large alphabet; smoothing;
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Introduction

Personal motivation. Compression is of great practical importance. It is widely
used in data storage and data transmissions , especially with the advent of the Internet .
Loosely speaking, the task of compression is to describe the data coming from a certain
source as compactly as possible, which is achieved generally by devising a coding scheme
according to a certain predetermined performance criteria, e.g., redundancy. There are
two types of compression techniques : lossy and lossless data compression. The former
is based on the assumption that some level of information loss can be tolerated and
sometimes is necessary for storage purposes. For instance, a lossy compressor may
remove non-audible components of a audio signal because humans can only hear a
certain range of sound frequencies. In this thesis, we are, however , only interested
in lossless compression, in which one could reconstruct the original data entirely and
exactly from its encoded version using some computable decoding process.
Beyond its practical importance, compression is also theoretically and philosophically interesting. Science is about learning from the past and predicting the future , at
least to a large extent. For example, what is the weather going to be like tomorrow given
the weather in the past several years. Many scientific problems can be reformulated
as sequence prediction problems. Take the classification problem for example, with the
training data being viewed as a sequence of (input, class label) pairs a classification
problem can be re-expressed as a problem that given a training sequence and a new
input one wants to predict the class label as accurately as possible. However , before being able to predict the future well , as an intermediate step, one needs to understand the
past, often by developing compact descriptions/representations of it , and we call such
process learning. 1 In light of this, the first step in science is arguably about finding a
compact description of things we have observed. We then call such a representation a
theory, a law or, in the field of machine learning, a model. As such, a major task for
scientists is to represent/describe the observations more compactly and then use the
discovered theories/laws/models to predict the data which cannot be observed directly
or happens in the future. The problem of finding such a compact description of the
past therefore lies at the heart of science and is a fundamental problem.
Although most real-life data is over some large and structured alphabet and may
take different forms , for example text data consisting of a sequence of letters or words
or a movie made up of images, one of the treatments is to convert them into binary
sequences first regardless of its original high level structure. Data can easily be binarised , and in fact is binarised in all modern computers. As w~ will see in this thesis ,
1
VVe note, however 1 that induction/learning and prediction can occur together. T he learning process
may not always explicitly happen prior to prediction. For example 1 a binary sequence x 1:n that is
sampled independent ly from a Bernoulli distribution Bern (0) wit h unknown 0 being the probability
of X , = 1 for all i. The task is to predict the cont inuation X n+l as accurately as possible. There
are at least two perspectives on this problem. The first one involves an explicit learning process
that learns/ estimates the unknown 0 using t he observat ions Xi: n, then , as a second step, to predict
Xn+J using t he est imated 0(xLn) - However, the prediction can also be done wit hou t having explicit ly
est imated 0. For exam ple, if we have a prior belief on all possible 0's, denot ed as 11"(0 ), then we can
1
construct a dist ribut ion ~(x)= f 0 K(0)P(x l0)d0 , often called Bayes mixt ure. The condit ional probability
~(Xn+1 lx1 ,n) can b e used direct ly for prediction. However , the induction/learning process in eit her case,
explicit or implicit, is ind ispensable to prediction.
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someti mes one can safely ignore t he origin al data structure. e.g. for most parts in Algorithmic Informa tion Theory (A IT). Also data compression is often studied for large but
theoreti cally convenient universal classes of b inary sequences and as a second step, if at
all. adapted to larger alph abet. i\ Iany asym ptotic compression results are derived for
binary a lph abet and have strong theoreti cal guarantees on ly fo r sma ll alphabet. However , when it comes to practical data comp ression or modell ing, exploi t in g t he ori ginal
structure of t he data can substant ially improve performance. Hence data comp ression
and modellin g for concrete tas ks are usually done on t he original or suitab le represented
data. as opposed to bin ary data.
This t hesis invest igates t he relationshi p between these two paradigms and experiment all y compares the approaches used in binary data compression and large-alphabet
data mod elli ng . As a prototypical example for t he latter , we take here document analysis or more specifically statistical natural language processing.

The outline of this thes is. After establishing notations in Section 2, we focus on
compression techniques fo r binary sequences in Section 3 while large-alphabet compression techniques are discussed in Section -l . Large-alphabet text modelling techniques
are surveyed in Section 5. We conduct experiments and present and discuss the results
in Section 6. Conclusions are made in Section 7.
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2

Notation and Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce notation used in this thesis and some basic prelimina ries.
We use N,N0 Z,IQ),IR to denote the sets of natural numbers ( {1,2,... }), natural numbers
including zero ({0,1,2, ... }), integers , rational numbers , and real numbers respectively.
S is used to denote a generic set. The size/cardinality of a set S is denoted by ISi.
S 1US2 and S 1n S2 denote the union and intersection of two sets respectively. S 1- S2
denotes the rel ative complement of S 2 in S 1 . In certain settings all sets under discussion
are considered to be subsets of a given universal set !1. In such cases, !1-S is simply
called the complement of S, denoted by sc. The power set of a set S is the set of
all subsets of S, including S itself and the empty set, denoted by 25 . If not explicit ly
stated otherwise, lower-case letters i ,j,k ,n are used to denote natural numbers and t
represents discrete time steps. Vve use(·,-) to denote some one-to-one mapping from N2
to N, that is, this function associates a unique natural number (x ,y) EN with each pair
(x,y) EN 2 . For example, (·,-) can be defined as y+(x+ y + l )(x + y) / 2. Iverson bracket
is used in its common sense, that is

JI[Pl= { ~

if Pis true
otherwise

Inequalities. <, >, <; , ?. are standard inequalities. Let J, g be real valued functions.
+
We write f( x) ?_g(x) if there exists a constant c such that f (x) ?_g(x)+c for all x.
+

+

+

f(x)<;g(:i;) is defined similarly. f(x)";g(x) if f (x) ?.g(x) and f( x)<; g(x ). We write
J(x)?_g(x) if there exists a constant c>0 such that J(x) ?_cg(x) for all x. J(x) Sg(x)
is defined similarly. J(x) ~ g(x) if J(x)?_g(x) and J(x) Sg(x) .

Finite strings. We are concerned wit h strings over a non-empty finite set X of letters
or symbols. We use letters and symbols interchangeably to mean an element in X.
We are primarily interested in binary set JIB = {0,1} as an example of small alphabet
and some generic, but normally large finite alphabet X. In this thesis, we use 'string ',
'word' and 'sequence' almost synonymously; however , we tend to use 'string' and 'word'
to refer to finite strings and 'sequence' to refer to infinite ones. If not explicitly stated
otherwise, lower-case letters x , y, z are used to denote fini te strings (from some X') , E
to denote t he empty string and w=w 1w2 w3 ... infini te sequences (from some X 00 ) . The
length of a finite string x is denoted by C(x ). The i th symbol of a string xis denoted
by xi (0 < i <:: C(x )). x n is the set of all strings over X of length n. The set of all finit e
string over Xis denoted X'. Substrings are denoted xici := xixi+l···xj where i,j EN
and i <:: j. If i > j, then Xicj = E. A useful shorthand is x« := Xu - i- Strings may be
concatenated. Let x,y EX' of length n and m respectively. Then,

x y: =X1Xz ...Xn-1XnY1Y2 ·· ·Ym- 1Ym
A string x is called a (proper) prefix of y if there is a z (i' t) such that xz = y . A
set of strings is called a prefix-free set (prefix-code) if no element is a proper prefix
of another. In the context of information theory, using prefix-codes, a message can be
uniquely decoded and t hus can be transmitted as a sequence of concatenated code words
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"·ithout am· out-of-set element to separate the words in the message. For exam ple,
modern En glish uses a white space to separa te words because English vocabulary itself
is not a prefix-code. For insta nce, a concatenated string 'farsi debag' can be segmented
in to 'far si debag ' or 'farside bag' or 'far side bag'. In many sit uations, a prefix-code is
preferable. For fi nite binary srings, we can construct a prefix code for a subset S <;;;IIB'
in the followin g way: given a string x E S , its i th order prefix-code word given by the
function E ; · IE,' -) IE,' is defined recursively

FO
E;(x)= { E;_1 (l(x) )x

for i= 0
otherwise

(1)

There is a bij ective mapping between IE,' and N, i.e. , every element in IE,' can be paired
with exactly one element in N. For example, we get a bijection if we map number iEN
to xEIIB' if i + l has a binary expansion of l x. The natural number 4 is mapped to the
binary string 01. We do not distingu ish these two sets in this thesis. In Equation ( l ),
F denotes concatenation of x many l 's, with x interpreted as a natural number. For
example, E 0 (01)=11 11 0, E 1(01)=110 01 and E 2 (01) = 101 01. Analogously a string x
is called a (proper) suffix of y if there is a z(IE) such that zx= y. We use the function
# : X-) N to count t he number of occurrence of a certain symbol in some understood
corpus and relatedly#,: X x x 1- 1 -)]':J to count the number of occurrence of x, in xu- r ,
that is, #,(x, lx 11-1 )=I:;;:;n[x;=x,]
Infinite sequences. The set of infinite sequences is denoted as X 00 , which is the
infinite product of X with itself. A point (an element) in ;\:' 00 is a one-way infinite
sequence, normally denoted by w = w1"'° = w1w2 w3 .. with w; EX for all i . Vl/e are
particularly interested in IE, 00 , which contains many interesting elements, for example the
element with w; = 1 if i is a prime number and wi =0 otherwise. Finite binary strings may
be concatenated with infinite sequences. For a finite binary string x = x 1 ,n = x 1x 2 .. Xn
and an infinite binary sequence w = w1,00 = w1w2 ... , their concatenation is
XW = X1Xz, .. XnW1W2 ..

The binary expansion of a real number r E [0,1] establishes a mapping between IIB 00 and
[0,1]. Given an infinite sequence w100 EIIB 00 , a function f: IIB 00 -) [0,1] maps it to the set
of reals in the following way
~Wn

0.w:=f(w100)= 02n
n= l

We note, however, that this is not a bijective mapping. In fact , IIB 00 is homomorphic to
the Cantor set, and hence is called a Cantor space.
(Un)Countable sets. Mathematically, a set is a collection of elements. A countable
set is in some sense a small set that has the same cardinality as some subset of the set
of N. Formally,

Definition 1 (Count able set). A set S is called countable if there exists an injective
fu nction f from S to t he natural numbers N. If such a function does not exist, t hen S
is called uncountable.
14

Remark 2. If
infinite.

f

is also subjective and therefore bijective, then S is called countably

Probability measures. A (probability) measure characterises the size of a set, more
precisely, the size of a subset of some set fl. If fl is finite, it is a trivial task to
describe the size of any of its subset, for example, just by simple counting (we also
call it a counting measure); however, this method is not going to work when fl is an
uncountable set , because otherwise any uncountable (or infinitely countable) subsets of
a uncountable set would end up with having equal size, which is not very useful. The
concept of measures helps to extend the idea of probability from finite (or countable)
sample spaces to continuous ones.
Axiom 3 (Axioms of u-algebra) . Given a non-empty set fl, 2n denotes the power set
of fl. A<;;; 2n is a u-algebra if it satisfies the following.
1. flEA.
2. (A is closed under countable union) If A 1 ,A 2 , . . is a countable sequence of elements
in A, then the union LJ~ An EA.
3. (A is closed under complement) If AEA, its complement Ac EA.

We call an element in A a measurable set or an event in a probabilistic setting.

Remark 4. The axioms do not say that all subsets of fl , denoted by 2n , are measurable.
In fact, there are many trivial u-algebras that obey the axioms , for example the set
{fl,0} is a valid u-algebra of fl.
Axiom 5 (Axioms of probability measure). A probability measure defined on a u algebra A of fl is a function P: A ➔ [O, 1] that satisfies
1. P(fl) = 1
2. (Countable additivity) For any countable sequence {An};:'=1 of pairwise disjoint
events (for any A; , A1 E { An};:'=1 where i f j , A;nA1 = 0)

p (QAn) = tP(An)
The value P(A) is called the probability measure of the event A, or simply the probability
of A.
We note, however, these axioms can only be used to verify whether a given function
is a valid probability measure and they tell little about how to construct a (non-trivial)
probability measure over fl. In general this is not easy. One can instead define P
on some geometrically well shaped sets from which a measure on fl can be generated.
One can formalise this idea and define probability measures on a continuous space X 00
for some finite non-empty X. Consider a continuous space X 00 , then a cylinder set is
defined as follows
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Definition 6 (C:"1incler set ). A cylinder set is a set r ,c X 00 defined by
r , := {xw: wE X 00 }
"·it h .rE X ' .
Geo metrically speaking, a cylinder set can be identified with a half open interval in
[0.1 ). For instance, consider the cylinder sets in lIB 00 , whi ch are defi ned by f x= {xw :wE
JIB 00 } wi th .rElIB' . We can associate f x with a unique half open interval [0. x,0. x+ 2-£(xl ),
"· here O.x is the real number with binary expansion x. The length of t he interval is
2- r(x) _ Note t ha t xis a (proper) prefix of y iff f y <;; (c) f x.
D e finition 7 (probability measure on X 00 and probability distribution on X ') . Let
(] = {r x :x E X'} be the set of all cylinder sets in x =. Let A be the minimal er-algebra
containing(]. A fun ction µ: A--+ JR: defines a probability measure if
µ(r, )

1

µ ( f x)

I > (r xul
yEX

A fun ction P: X '--+ [0, l] is a probability distribution if L xE x · P(x) = 1
We write µ(x) to denote µ(f x) . µ (x) is th e µ-probability t hat a sequence starts with
x. µ(y [x) :=
is the conditional probability of observing y E X given that x E X'
has alread y been observed. In particular , we use [, to denote t he unifor m measure i.e.
L (x)=I X J- f(x) for all xE X '.

~'c;/

Information theory. C.E. Shannon in his famous paper [Sha.!8] laid the found a tion of
information theory. An important concept in information t heory is the entropy, defin ed
as follows
D efinition 8 (entropy). Given a finite/countable set n wit h a probability distribut ion
P. Let P(x) be the probabili ty of xE !:1. The entropy of Pis defined by
1

H (P) := L P(x)log P (x)
xE!l
The choice of logarithm base fixes the units used to measure entropy, but is otherwise
unimportant. Common choices include base 2 that implies a measurement in bits and
base 8 that implies a measurement in bytes.
Informat ion t heory is concerned with communicat ing a message between a sender
and a receiver. Mathematically speaking, consider a non-empty fini te/countable set
n of objects and a sender wants to t ransfer elements in n over to a receiver. In the
setting of information theory, the element in D is normally called a source word. Let
P(x) denote the proba bi lity of a source word x En. Ad ditionally, assu me for now
that the message to be encoded/ sent is a concatenat ion of a source word sampled
independently and identically (i. i.c!. ) accord ing to P. A prefix-code is devised by a
codin g scheme IC :D --+ lIB' and IC(x) is term ed as the code word for xE D. The aim is
to minimise the expected code word length under P , that is, one wants to min imise
L 0 = E (e(IC( X )))= I:xE!l£(1C(x))P (x) . Let Li,=minc{ Lcr } be the minimal expected
code word length. The follo11ing theorem clue to C.E. Shannon relates L'p with H (P )
and asserts t hat the L'p is about the same as the entropy H (P).
16

Theorem 9 (Shannon coding theorem). Let L p and P as above. H(P) is the entrop y
of P , then
H (P )$. L p$. H (P )+ l

In this regard, for each source word x E fl the quantity -logP(x) can be t hought as
its actual information content. We note that the proof of the above theorem is (can
be) constructive, that is, when P is known we can construct a prefix-code th at has the
minimal expected code word length in theory and in practice many co din g methods
have been devised to approximate the actual information content of each source word.
For example, Shannon-Fano coding gua rantees that all code word lengths are within
one bi t of their theoretical ideal. However, Shannon-Fano coding is almost never used.
Bot h arithmetic coding and Huffman coding supersede Shannon-Fa no. We will present
arithmetic coding in the subsequent chapter.
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Figure J: The structure of the di sc ussion on compression in th is thesis.
The big picture and a general setting. The discussion on compression theories
and techniques is unfolded according to the thread shown in Figure l. First , we present
an overview of Algorithmic Information Theory (AIT) in this section. The purpose of
survey ing AIT is two-fold. First Kolmogorov complexity, a branch in AIT, can be considered as a theoretical fou ndation of compression. Secondly, Martin-Leif randomness,
another branch in AIT, is an interesting notion , opposite to compressibili ty. We wi ll
introduce Martin-Leif randomness and present our observations on the set of random
reals in th e unit interval.
'v\le then move to practical compression techniques. In this thesis, we are only
concerned with entropy coding methods, which , loosely speakin g, is a type of lossless
codin g to compress data by representing frequently occmTing pattern s with few bits
and rarely occurring patterns wit h many bits. As such, we always assume that t he tobe-compressed data is a sequence of source words from some finite alphabet X. For th e
convenience of the discussion later in th is thesis and particularly for discussin g universal
codin g, we present here a general setting. In many cases, e.g. , the one in arithmetic
cod in g, the setup can be simplified. Assume that there is a generating distribution P
on X 00 and P(x 1 ,n) is t he probability of the cylinder set of x 1 ,n. In the compress ion
communi ty, P is often tenned as a source or a model. 'Ne will use t hese two terms
interchangeably. For a fi xed n, P in duces a probability distribution P" (.x 1,,, ) = P(x 1 ,,,)
on the finit e set X ". Following P , th e induced Pn is also called a source/ model (on
X " ). One wants to devise a codin g scheme C,,: X" ➔ JIB' that generates a prefix- co de
for X ", i.e. the co-domain of C,, needs to be a prefix- code. This kind of coding scheme
is often termed as Block to Variable (BV) code because the source words in X" are of
the same length n and the source codes have variable lengths. In t hi s thesis, we only
di scuss BV codes . The number n is called the delay of t he code in some compression
li ter atures. <I>" is used to denote the set of a ll possible coding schemes on X ".
A perform ance measure is needed to evaluate the per formance of a cod ing scheme.
If P is known , - log P (x1:,,) is the opt im al code word length for x 1,n and any bits needed
beyond - log P (x1:,, ) is considered to be red un dant. A common perform ance measure
18

used in compression is called expected redundancy and loosely speaking, it is the difference between the expected code word length Epj £(1Cn (x 1 ,n))) and the optimal expected
code length given by the entropy H(P n), where the expectation Epn is taken under P n·
We start with introducing arithmetic coding as an example of a compression technique when the distribution P is known. In practice, however, the generating distribution P is often unknown but can be assumed to be in a class/ set of distributions.
One wants to devise a coding scheme that is optimal in some weaker sense. We will
introduce the notion of universal coding and investigate the notion of universality in
terms of minimax redundancy. This domain can be further divided into four different
sub-domains along two different dimensions. One dimension is on the characteristic of
P , whether it is memoryless or with finite memory. We will introduce these two terms
in this section and will survey both the KT estimator as an example of a coding scheme
for memoryless generating distributions and the Context Tree Weighting ( CTW) algorithm with a KT estimator as an example for dealing with generating distributions with
finite memory. The other dimension we consider is on the size of the alphabet X. The
two methods mentioned above are particularly good for small alphabet, however, are
not suitable for large alphabet. We will introduce Hutter 's Sparse Adaptive Dirichlet
(SAD) coding scheme as an example of a coding scheme designed for large alphabet in
the memoryless case. We have also combined the SAD with the CTW algorithm , which
will be used as an example for dealing with sources with finite memory over a large
alphabet. SAD is introduced in Section 4 and the CTW with SAD is in Section 6.

3.1

Kolmogorov Complexity and Martin-Lof Randomness

A brief introduction. Algorithmic Complexity (AC) or Kolmogorov Complexity is
a sub-field of AIT that lays the theoretical foundation of compression, which, loosely
speaking, concerns the ultimate compressed version of an object and measures the
(in)compressibility of an object. It was actually Solomonoff who first formed the basic
ideas about algorithmic complexity and proved the invariance theorem in his long journal paper [80164], but it is a tradition to talk about 'Kolmogorov complexity' instead
of 'Solomonoff complexity'.
Imagine we want to describe a certain object using a binary string; intuitively the
shorter the description the simpler the object. For example, the string x = 01000 seems
simpler than string y=01011101010101101010101 even though the former is much longer
than y. This is because we can easily describe x as 'one thousand zeros' , whereas there
is hardly any shorter description for y than literrally writing it. down . This is the main
idea of Kolmogorov complexity, which measures the ultimate information content in
an object. A big issue is that the length of a description depends on the choice of the
language used to describe objects. It can be hard to describe a certain thing in one
language, but very easy in another. For instance, before coffee was introduced to China
there wasn 't a word for it , and thus describing 'coffee' in Chinese was much harder
than describing it in English. We therefore would like something fair among different
languages, i.e. the complexity of a certain object should be invariant with respect to
different languages in which we use to describe it .
AIT has its roots in probability theory and information theory. Information theory
concerns the expected average information content of a set of obj ects over which there
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is a probabil ity distribu tion . whereas Kolmogorov complexi ty looks at t he information
content of an individual obj ect.
I--:olmogorov complexity is naturally connected with another philosophical notion randomness. Generally speaking, we would int ui tively expect random things to be hard
to describe and , therefore hard to compress. There has been a long-standing debate
as to whether there exist true randomness in the universe or in nature. Some have
argued that everyt hing is predetermined: and that seemingly random processes are
merely products of our ignorance. By contrast , others have suggested that the world is
objectively indeterm inistic. If we push the second viewpoint to the extreme and assume
that there is no pattern at all in nature , then scient ists would not be able to compress
the observations and thus would not be able to learn (find models/theories/ laws). Consequently nothing would be predictable. Philosophically t here are two camps as to t his
issue: one is known as determinism and the other indeterminism.
If we t urn our attention from nature to mathematics, we will see that back to the
time of Hilbert , mathematicians regard mathematics as absolute truth. Hilbert tried
hard to formalise everyt hing in mathematics into a small set of axioms and also proposed
that mathem atics is so precise that we can have some external machines to check the
validi ty of our proofs. However, some work by Chaitin , e.g. in [GOO63 , Cha86], showed
a negative result that t here exist infinitely many mathematical facts that cannot be
effectively compressed into a finit e set of axioms. The proof is based on t he famous
halting probability.
As well as providing philosophi cal insights, AIT has m any applications. For example, Solomonoff 's universal prior ( [Sol6.J. , S0175] for ind uction and Hutter 's universal
artificial intelligence [Hut05]. One of the most interesting application is t he universal
simil arity met ric [LCL +03], which measures the similarity between string x and y as
the len gth of the shortest program t hat computes x from y (i. e. K (xjy)) . By proper
normalisation and symmetrisation , t his idea yields a universal similarity metric.

3.1.1

Plain Kolmogorov Complexity

The pl ain Kolmogorov complexity of an object is defined in terms of the information
quantity t hat is required to losslessly describe it , i. e. one should be able to restore the
full object just from this descript ion. Among all possible descriptions we choose the
shortest one. Formally, the plain Kolmogorov complexity is defined as followin g [L\"08].

Definition 10 ((plain) J{olmogorov complexity) . Let x,y,p be fini te binary strings.
Any partial recursive function ¢ :JIB*---+ JIB* , together with p and y, such that ¢( (y,p)) = x ,
is a description of x given y . The (plain) complexity C¢, of x condi t ioned on y with
respect to ¢ is defi ned by
C¢(x jy) = min{ £(p) : ¢( (y ,p)) = x },
p

where e(p) is the length of a program p, and C¢(xj y) = oo if t here are no such p. We
call p a program to compute x by <b, given y.
The requirement of 9 to be (partial) recursive is natural because we want to reconstruct x from its descript ion p with t he help of y. However , t he above definition suggests
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that the complexity of x given y depends on the partial recursive function ¢ and for
different ¢ the complexity of x varies. One would reasonably regard the complexity of
a string as its intrinsic property that is independent of the partial recursive function .
The following theorem [Gac07 , LV0S] solves this problem to some degree.

Theorem 11. Th ere is a universal partial recursive fun ction ¢ 0 such that for any
partial recursive funct ion ¢,
C,t,0 (x) <::C,t,(x)+c
+
or simply C,t,0 (x) <:'. Cq,(x), where c is a constant that is independent with x.

That is, the Kolmogorov complexity of any string x with respect to ¢ 0 is no longer
than that with respect to any other partial recursive functions up to some constant c
that is independent of x . Such a function ¢ 0 is normally termed as an additively optimal
universal partial recursive function. As such, fixing such an additively optimal universal
¢ 0 , the subscript of C is discarded and define t he (plain) Kolmogorov complexity as
C (xly) =C,t,0 (x ly). The unconditional complexity is defined as C(x)=C(x le) where e is
the empty string.

Complexity and incompressibility. \'le can consider p as a compressed version of
x, and it is easy to see the lengt h of x is a t rivial upper bound for the length of p
up t o some constant. More formally, there is a constant c such that for all x we have
+

C(x) <:'. e(x) +c; we write C (x) <:'. €(x) . This holds because we can simply construct a
Turing that outputs whatever it is given. On the ot her hand, by a simple counting
argument one can show that most strings cannot be (highly) compressed, that is, most
strings are incompressible. The following theorem, which is due to Kolmogorov, reveals
this fact [LV08].

Theorem 12 (incompressibility theorem). Let c be a positive integer. Fo r each fixed
y, every non-empty finite set AC JIB* of cardinality m(> 0) has at least m(l -2-c) + 1
elements x with C (xly)2 logm-c.

If we set c= 1, we can see nearly half of the objects in a finite set whose complexity
is almost the logarithm of the size of the set . This tells us that t here is no effective way
to (highly) compress t he maj ority of objects in a set. This very fact suggests that we
should t hink otherwise: instead trying to compress everything, we should only aim at
compressing t hings that occur often and leave the rest. This fdea will be discussed in
more detail in the subsequent sections.
The Achilles heel of AC. A problem with AC is that one still needs to choose an
addit ively optimal universal part ial recursive function ¢ 0 . Alt hough C is defined on ¢ 0
and therefor e additively yields a smaller complexity than any other choices, it is still not
an objective measure t hat reflects the intrinsic complexity of an object in the following
sense: for every string x there is an additively optimal recursive funct ion <Px such that
<Px(x) = c where c is a small constant . Given an additively optimal universal part ial
recursive function ¢ 0 and a string x, construct another additively optimal universal
partial recursive funct ion ¢S such that ¢S(0) = x and r/>S(lp) = ¢0 (p). It is clear that
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C 0 ~(.r) = 1. As such . for any stri ng x , there exists a n add itively optimal universal
part ial recursive fun ction <f>x such that C,p, (x) = 1. This issue may not show up when
studying asym ptotic results using I<olmogorov complexity, bu t may yield dramatically
different resu lts when we study the complexity of a specifi c fi nite string. Scient ists
are uncomfortable with such context dependence. Discussions about this issue have
been extensive, see fo r example [Stc10I ]. It is clear that <Px would not be natural as it
is engineered towards a speci fi c x, however , how to ri goro usly formalise the notion of
natural is a diffi cul t problem. Some researchers [RHJ I] argue t hat we sho uld always
use some predetermined and universally agreed-upon reference machines to start with
before seeing the string we are studying. This argument does not solve the problem
enti rely as one can always claim t hat it is possible to accidentally choose a reference
machine that yields low complexity for highly complex strings. [L\.08] claim that t hey
found a mathematically clean solution to this problem, however, this solu tion is not
widely accepted due to some flaws in t heir argument. As a result , this problem still
remains an open question in this field [Hut09].
Another Achilles heel of AC is t hat C is necessarily incomputable, moreover, no
parti al recursive fun ct ion ¢,(x) defined on an infinite set of points can coincide wit h
C(x) over the whole of its domain of definition. Due to its in-computabili ty, it is hard
to put AC to practical use. One can, however , approximate C(x) from above, i. e.
t here is a total recursive function 'lj;(x ,t ), monotonically non-increasing in t , such that
lim t ➔ 00 ip(x,t) = C(x).
3.1.2

Prefix Complexity

Problems with plain complexity. Although the idea of plain complexity is groundbreaking and the resul ts regarding it are very fruitful , it suffers from some problems
t hat make it less mathematically beautiful. The most obvious one, as we have already
mentioned in the previous subsection, is that plain complexity is not subadditive. The
reason for that is t hat the descript ion itself is not self-delimiting; once two strings
are joined together t here is no way to tell t hem apart without additional information.
But we would like to have C(x, y) '.,'. C(x )+C(y), whi ch coincides with our intuition.
Unfort unately the plain complexity doesn't enjoy this property. These inconveniences
call for another version of complexity, which has better mathematical properties.
Prefix functions and prefix complexity. The idea of prefix complexity was int roduced in [Lev7-l, G,\e7-l , Cha75b]. In order to overcome t he aforement ioned problems,
parti al recursive prefix fun ctions are defined as fo llows:
D e finitio n 13 (partial recursive prefix function). A pa rtial recursive fun ction ¢, :llll' -t
llll' is a partial recursive prefix fun ction if and only if its domain is a prefix-code.
Analogous to pl ain complexity, a theorem in [L\108] states t hat there exists an
additively optimal universal partial recursive prefix fun ct ion ¢,0 such t ha t for every
part ial recursive prefix fun ction ¢, there is a constant c1 such that C10 (xly) '.,'. C1(xly )+c¢
for all x,yEN . As a result , we fix one additively optimal partial recursive prefix fun ction
¢,0 as a standard reference machine and we define I< (x ly ) = C¢o(xly) as the prefix
complexi ty of x. Th e unconditional prefix complexity is t hen defin ed as I< (x)= I< (x lE) .
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3.1.3

Randomness and Halting Probability

There is a natural connection between randomness and Kolmogorov complexity; extensive research has been done in this area, for example, [Lev74, Cha75b, Cl\97, Sch73) .
Martin Lof ra ndomness , first introduced in [l\IL66), is usually defined from a measu retheoretic perspective.
Definition 14 (Martin-Lof random). Let {A;}f,; 1 be any effectively enumerable infinite
sequence of recursively enumerable(r.e. ) sets of intervals2 . Then w is Martin-Lo£ random
iff for any such sequence {A;} f,; 1

V{A;}~ l: Vi, .C(Ai)~ri, 3j: w (/.Aj
where .C is the uniform measure. Equivalent definitions are given by Solovay and
Chaitin [Cha75b). Their equivalence is proved in [GC89).
The basic idea of this definiti on is that if a sequence is random , then it cannot have
any constructive distinguishing features; in other words, it cannot be expressed easily.
For instance, a sequence w= (01) 00 is (intuitively) not random , we can easily construct
a descending sequence of intervals such that eve ry interval contains this sequence. Also
this sequence is very easy to describe, namely 'repeating Ols' .
A celebrated result is given by Chaitin who showed that for the prefix complexity
K (x), random sequences in Martin-Lof sense with respect to the uniform measure a re
those sequences for which the complexity of each initial segment is a t least its length
(up to a constant) .
Theorem 15. An infinite binary sequence w is Martin-Lo! random with respect to the
uniform m easure if and only if there is a constant c such that for all n , K(w 1 ,n) ?.n - c.
This result explicitly tells us that the random sequences are the complex ones,
and t here is no effective way to compress them. Indeed, if there exist a c such that
K (w 1 ,n) < c for all n , then there must be a program p of fini te length t hat generates w
and we will not call it a random sequence because the patterns in it can be described
within f.(p) bits.
Numerous results have been discovered based on this theorem , and one of the most
interesting ones is that the halt ing probability is random in Martin-Lof sense. T he
halting proba bility is the real number S1= I: u(p) <oo 2- L(p) , and the sum is taken over all
inputs p for which the reference machine U halts. S1 is also known as t he number of
wisdom. Unfortunately, alt hough this number can be approximated from below, it is
random with respect to the uniform measure and thus is maxim ally unknowable.
Mathematica l facts can be random. Hilbert proposed that we could construct some
external machines to automatically prove theorems. There are a t least two attacks on
the thesis of Hilbert. The first one is the well-known 'halting problem'. We will be
concerned with the second one, which is given by Chait in [Cha71, Cha75a, Cha82,
Cha86). He constructed a sequence of mat hematical facts , which are rigorously well
defined and which are random , i. e. these facts can't be compressed into a smaller set
of axioms and they are irreducible mathematical information. To see this, we need the
definition of Diophantine.
2

For a self-contained introduction to Martin-Lof random, please see [LV08] .
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Definition 16. (Diophantin e) A set A C zn is Diophantine. if t here exists a polynomial
P (a 1.a 2.... an.Xi .x 2. ... :r,,,) with integer coeffi cients such that
A= { (a1 ---,Cln) E Z"l::l (x1 , --- Xm) E zm ,s.t.P(a 1,.... a,, ,x , ,.... xn,) = 0}
Th ere is a well-known t heorem that says a set of tupl es of positive integers is Diophantine if and only if it is recursively enumerable (r.e.). Now consider a computable
increasi ng sequence of rational numbers {rk });0=1 with lim k--+oork = 11. Construct set A
which contains tuple (n ,k) such t hat n th bit of rk is 1. A is r. e. and thus Dioph ant ine.
Hence there exists a polynomial P'(k ,n ,x 1 ,x2,-- -,xm) which equa ls O if and only if n"'
bit of r;- is 1. Consequently, the set D~ = {xl ::ly1 ,Y2 ,--- ,Ym [P'(x,n,y1 ,y2, ---,Ym) = OJ} is
infini te iff the n th bit of the base-two expansion of [1 is a 1. Now one can easily see
th e equivalence between whether D;, is infinite and whet her the n th number of [1 is 1.
Note that the first is eit her true or false; however , these mathematical facts can' t be
compressed into a smaller set of axioms. They are irreducible mathematics inform ation.
This can be considered as a quantification of Godel's in com pleteness theorem.
3.1.4

A Topological View on Random Reals

We are interested in characterising how large the set of random sequences is. We study
this from three different perspectives: set t heoret ic, measure theoretic and topological
perspective. For simplicity, let Rand denote the set of random infinite binary sequences
and let NonRand=E00 - Rand. The following defini tions and remarks are helpful for
our discussion.
Definitions. Intuitively, countable sets are smaller than uncountable ones. The set of
rational numbers and t he set of computable sequences are countable. The set of real
numbers and the set of irrational numbers are both uncountable.

Definition 17 (dense) . A set S <;; [0,1] is dense in t he interval I if S has a nonempty
intersection with every subinterval of I ; it is called dense if it is dense in [0,1].
Density is a topologi cal notion which describes how a set S is distribu ted. The set
of rational numbers in [0,1] is (everywhere) dense (in [0,1]) , but no finite set of real
numbers in [0,1] is (everywhere) dense (in [0,1]).

Definition 18 (nowhere dense) . A set S is nowhere dense if it is not dense in any
interval, that is, if every interval has a subinterval conta ined in the complement of S.
Intuitively a nowhere dense set is 'full of holes'. An alternative but equivalent
contains a
definition is that a set S is nowhere dense if and only if its complement
dense open set.

sc

Definition 19 (first and second category). A set S is said to be of the first category
or meagre if it can be represented as a countable union of nowhere dense sets. A subset
of [O, 1] that cannot be so represented is said to be of second category or non-meagre.
So sets of the second category are 'large' in t he following sense: they are so 'large '
that a countable union of nowhere dense cannot represent them. Another interpretation
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is that sets of second category are denser t han sets of first category. It follows that no
interval in [0,1] is of first category, the set of rational numbers is first category and
Cantor set is of first category (even though it is uncountable).
Lebesgue measure is another way to measure t he 'size' of a set from a sampling
perspective: The larger the Lebesgue measure of a subset is, the larger the set is.
We also need to introduce two classical lemmas for our discussion, the proofs of
which can be found in any mathemati cs analysis text books (e.g. [Zor04] and [RFlO]) .

Lemma 20. Th e Cantor set, defined as
oo

3 rn- 1 _ 1

C=[O,l ]\ LJ LJ (3k + l 3k+2
m=l

k=O

3m ' 3m )

is uncountable and nowhere dense in [0,1].

Lemma 21. Any subset of a set of the first category is of the first category.
Interesting facts about Rand. We study t his from three different perspectives: set
theoretic, measure theoretic and topological perspective. The known facts a re summarised in Table 1.
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Category
first
first
first
first
first
first
first
first
second
second
second
second
second
second
second
second

Measure
1

1
1

1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
0

Cardinality
countable
countable
uncounta ble
uncounta ble
countable
countable
uncountable
un countable
countable
countable
uncountable
uncounta ble
countable
countable
uncountable
uncountable

Density
dense
nowhere dense
dense
nowhere dense
dense
nowhere dense
dense
nowhere dense
dense
nowhere dense
dense
nowhere dense
dense
nowhere dense.
dense
nowhere dense

Example
not exist
not exist
Rand
not exist
IQ
single point
exist, constructive[WH93]
Cantor set
not exist
not exist
[0,1]- l(ll
not exist
not exist
not exist
NonRand
not exist

Table 1: Sixteen combinations of set size characteristic from set theoretic, measure
theoretic and topological perspective. Examples are given in the last column.

We have the following observations [Ca102].
1. From a set-theoretic point of view, Rand and N onRand are both un countable.
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2. From a measure- theoretic poin t of view, R and has meas ure 1 in the sense of
Lebesgue. whereas N onRand has measure 0. This result shows that if sample
from IB\ 00 according to un iform distribution , one will get a ran dom sequence with
probabil ity l.
3. From a topological point of view, with the ordinary topology on [0,1] bot h sets are
everywhere dense in [0,1], however , Ran d is of first, category, whereas Non R and
is of second category. This result shows topologically t he set of non-random
sequences is mu ch denser than the set of random ones.
Card in ality, (Lebesgue) measure and density are ways to measure the size of a set but
from different perspectives. Intuitively speaking (though not true strictly), un countable
sets are larger t han countable sets; t he larger t he measure of a set is, t he larger the set
is; sets of second category are larger t han those of first category. The last observation
is very counter intui t ive especially when compared with the second observation. Even
though t he set of non-random sequences are much denser than random sequences in
[0,1], if one samples random ly then with probability 1 one will get a random one. The
third observation doesn't say t hat the set of non-random sequences is necessarily larger
t han t he set of random ones; it only says the form er one is denser t han t he second one
in some sense. One exam ple to best illustrate t his involves the Cantor set and the set
of rational numbers The Can tor set is uncountable and t hus larger , in a certain sense,
than t he set of rational numbers which is only countable, but nevertheless the Cantor
set is nowhere dense (defin ed later) and rational numbers are (everywhere) dense in
real.

R e mark 22. A few remarks on Table 1:
l. Items 1,2,9,10,12,13,14,16 do not exist because: countable sets must have measure

zero; nowhere dense sets must be first category; and countable sets must be fir st
category.
2. Item 4 does not exist. More generally, any set t hat has measure 1 cannot be
nowhere dense. However, there exists a nowh ere dense set in [0,1] t hat has positive
measure, e.g., t he fat Cantor set.
Proposition 23. Th e set of nonrandom sequences with respect to the Lebesgue measure
is of second category, whereas the set of random ones is of first category (Cal/l!l}.
We provide a different proof from t he one in [Cal02] .

Proof Fix an effective enumeration of all rational numbers in [0,1], IQ = {q1 ,q 2 , ... }. Let
l n= U;1(qj- 2- n-j-l ,qj +2 - n-j-l) and Ai= n ~=] In- Then {A;} is an infinite sequence
of r.e. sets of intervals. Now we put A = A 00 and B = [0,1]\A. We now want to show
(1) every element in A is nonrandom ; (2) B is of fi rst category and thu s A is of second
category and (3) Th e set of random sequences is a subset of B and thus is of first
category. For each Ai, we have

.C(Ai) s..c(Ii) s. L.C ((qJ - r i-J- 1,qJ+ri-J-1)) = L ri- J= ri
j=l

j=l
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For any elements w in A, we have w E A i for all i. Hence (1) is true. Next we show
B is of first category, observe B = LJ~=l I~ and I~ must be nowhere dense because it 's
complement In is a dense open set, so B is a countable union of nowhere dense set and
thus of first category. The fact that AUE = [0,1] and AnB = 0 implies A has to be
of second category, because [0,1] would be of first category otherwise. (3) is obvious
because of the fact that any subset of a set of first category is still of first category.
This completes our proof.
□

3.2

Stationary Memoryless Source

Following the setup at the beginning of this section , consider a non-empty alphabet
X with a source P and the induced distributions Pn on xn, if Pn(XLn) = fl7= 1 P 1 (xi)
for all n, then the source P is called a stationary memoryless source and is identified
by the distribution P 1 on X. The term 'memoryless' indicates that the conditional
probability of the n th symbol given the previous symbols P(xnlx<n) is equal to P 1 (xn)
and thus independent of what has been observed in the past. In this subsection, we
only consider stationary memoryless source and in this subsection only, we drop the
subscript ' 1' in P 1 and call it the source of the data. For example, we write 'a data
sequence XLn E lllln generated from a Bernoulli distribution' to mean x 1 ,n is sampled
from a stationary memoryless source that is identified with a Bernoulli distribution and
xi~Bern(0) for all iE{l,2, ... ,n}.
We first discuss the simplest case where the source P is known before turning to a
more realistic situation where we don't know the source in advance, but can be assumed
to be in some general class of sources.

3.2.1

Arithmetic Coding

According to Amir Said [Say03], arithmetic coding is a coding technique that is able to
work most efficiently in the largest number of circumstances and purposes and stands
out in terms of elegance, effectiveness and versatility. He also lists some of the most
desirable features of arithmetic coding.
The basic idea of arithmetic coding is that we fit any sequence into a subinterval of
the interval [0,1) . The Elias algorithm provided the foundation of all arithmetic codes,
an early description of which can be found in [Jel68]. The principle can be traced back
to Shannon [Sha48].

Arithmetic coding process. Formally, given an input string X1,n , the arithmetic
coding process yields a sequence of nested intervals {[ai, /Ji)}i=l where the sequence
comes from a stationary memoryless data source with non-empty finite alphabet X .
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that X = {0,1,2 ,... ,M -1} . The probability
distribution p(m) = P(xi = m) with m EX and i = 1,2,.. . ,n is assumed to be known in
advance. We define c(m) to be the cumulative distribution, i.e. c(m) = L','J'=~1 p(j) with
mE{0,1 ,2,... ,M}. Note that c(0)=0 and c(M)=l. ak and /Jk are real numbers with
0 '.::'. °'k-l '.::'. °'k '.::'. /Jk '.::'. /Jk-l '.::'. 1. To describe arithmetic coding, it is useful to introduce a
new no_tation

lb,l)=[a ,/3) , where b=a and l=/3-a
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In other ,rnrds. b is the starting poi nt of an interval whereas l is t he length of the
interval. The inten·als used in arithmetic coding can be described by t he set of recursive
equations

Ibo.lo )

I0,l )

lb;,l;)

lb; -1 +c(x;)l;-1 ,p(x;)l;_ 1 ) . i = 1,2, ... ,n

(2)
(3)

T his process. ,,·hich ,ms first descri bed in [.J<'llii::i] . keeps the properties 0 <::;b; <::;bi+ , and
0 < /;+1 <I;<::; 1 and in doing so, we get a sequence of nested intervals. The final step of
the coding process is to choose a code value for the sequence. Since given this coding
scheme. each real number in the resulting interval [a:n ,.Bn) represents a code (u nder
the known source P ) for a st ring that begins wit h X1cn, we are free to choose any real
number from [0,1 ) as t he code of X1cn , provided that we (1) write the number of data
symbols (i.e. n) in the compressed file, or (2) add a special sy mbol signall ing t he end
of message. Naturally we want to choose a real number such t hat its representation
is the shortest with respect to the alphabet, over which the codeword is to be stored
or transmitted . For example, if the codeword is to be stored in a physical computer
or transmitted over the Internet, one wants to find a real number within the resulting
interval whose binary representation is the shortest ( trimming off the infinitely many
ending zeros) .
Arithmetic decoding process . Let r E [0,1) be the codeword for X1cn• Note t hat the
probability distribu t ion and the length of the original word (i.e. n) is known to the
decoder. The decod ing process recovers the original word in the same procedure t hat
they were coded and can be expressed using a set of recursive equations
r1

r

X;

m, s.t . c(m)<::;r;<c(m+l) i= l ,2, . . ,n

r -c(x)

Ti+l

- •- (_ )_, i=l,2, . .,n - 1
p X;

G e neralising the arithmetic coding to non-i.i.d . models. Arithmetic coding can
accommodate non-i .i. d models in a very natural way. We have assumed an i. i.d . model
in t he introduction to arithmetic coding, we now generalise it to non-i .i.d. models, e.g.,
sources wit h memory.
The memoryless model is a very simple model and it does not accurately reflect most
real world sources, such as language, image, video, whi ch are highly stru ctured and have
interesting dependencies between the different symbols in t he sequence. Unfortunately
the simple i.i .d. model does not accou nt for that. In order to make ari thmetic work for
real world models, there is a need to the extend arithmetic coding to non-i .i.d models.
Formally, we have assumed that an input string X i n comes from a memoryless
data source with non-empty finite alphab et X = {0,1,2,... ,.M -1 }. The distribution
p(m ) =P(x; = m) is known . The joint probabili ty thus can be written as
n

P (x1n)= Ilv(x; )
i=1
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Now consider an arbitrary known source model given by Q(x 1 ,n) , which always can be
factorised as (under weak regularity conditions)

Q(x1 n) =

IJ qi(xilx<i)
i=l

where

Q(xli)
qi(xilx<i ) = Q(x<i)
is the conditional probability of Xi given all the previous symbols. Granted that
these conditional probabilities can be easily computed, there is trivial modification
to the arithmetic coding for memoryless models: We define the cumulative distributions ci(m) = ~7=-;/q(j lx<i) with m E {0,1 ,2,.. . ,M} and modify the recursive process
defined in Equation (3) to the following

lbo,lo) = I0,1)
lbi,li) =bi- I +ci(xi)li-1,qi(xilx<i)li-1) , i = 1,2, ... ,n
where li remains to be the length of the interval. The rest of the process remains the
same and the decoding process is modified accordingly.
Performance measure - Expected redundancy. A performance measure is needed
to discuss the performance of arithmetic coding and any other coding methods. Many
performance measures can serve this purpose from different perspectives, for example,
• Total or average code word length of a coding scheme. Formally, for a
coding scheme IC and a data sequence X1cn , the total (average) code word length
is given by £(1C(x 1,n)) (£(1C(x 1,n))/n). It is clear that this measure is not suitable
for comparing coding schemes for compressing data sequences generated from
different sources, simply because the compressibility of the data sequences varies
with the sources. However, this is particular useful when comparing compression
techniques on some benchmark corpora and thus widely used in practice. In my
experiments, this measure is used for comparing different compression methods.
• Expected total or average code word of a coding scheme. To avoid a
coding scheme from being engineered towards a particular string x 1 ,n, expected
total or average code word of a coding scheme can be used , where the expectation
is taken with respect to Pn over all X1cn•
• (Expected) Redundancy. This measure is commonly used in theoretical analysis and many results in the compression field are expressed in terms of redundancy.
If a data sequence x 1 ,n is sampled from some distribution P n, then the theoretical ideal is to code it in -logP n(X1cn) bits and a lower bound on the expected
code word length is the entropy of the source H (P n). Any bits needed beyond
-logP n(Xin) are considered to be redundant and the overhead is called redundancy for a particular data sequence x 1 n, that is, given a coding scheme IC , the
individual redundancy is,

R(ICn,P n,Xin) =£(1C(x1n))+log(P n(X1n))
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,d1ich takes both positive and negative values. Another reasonable measure is the
expec ted average redundancy. that is,
R (Cn .Pn) = E p,. (C(IC(x1n)))- H (Pn)
n

(4)

Shannon coding theorem asserts that t hi s quan t ity is larger than zero, and one
aims to devise a coding scheme that minimises t his quantity. In particular , if
lim R(Cn ,Pn)=O

(5)

n ---+oo

then a sequence of cod ing schemes {Cn}~= l is called asymptoticall y optimal. One
shou ld note, however , that this optimality notation is rather weak , which will be
discussed later in this thesis.
• Other measures. !VIany other measures are also used , for exam ple, regret and
perplexity. However, we don 't use them in this thesis.
Optimality of arithmetic coding and its limitation. Arithmetic cod ing has been
shown to achieve optimal compression performance when applied to a stationary memoryless source [SaiO.J.], that is, let C 0 represent arithmetic coding, P be a stationary
memoryless source over a non-empty finite alphabet X , then
R(Ca,Pn)

Ep,.(e(C.(x 1 n)))- H(P,,)
n

= Ep,, (C(Ch1n))) H (P)
n

tends to zero when n ➔ oo. In fact , the coding redundancy for any x 1 ,,, is at most 2
bits. Despite of its optimality, we need to know a lot of inform ation in advance, namely,
the exact probability distribution that generates the sequence. In a real life problem,
it is often too much to ask for. v\That if we don 't know the probability distribution in
ad vance? In t he next subsection , we deal with the case where we don 't know the exact
distribution but instead we assume a generic class of distributions, which so large that
the true one is (hopefull y) in this class.

3.2.2

Universal Coding

Motivation and setup. Arithmetic coding is effective and optimal if we know the
underlying distribution µ(X i,n ) in advance and code the sequence accordint to it. Universal coding, on the other hand , deals with t he sit uation where we know little abou t
the underlying distribution and hope we can do nearly (by some reason able measure)
as well as if we knew it . An apt example is given in [Grii07] : consider compressing
a sequence x 1 ,n, which is generated by a Bernoulli model with unknown parameter 0.
Suppose we believe that this sequence is sampled from Bern(0') and devise a coding
scheme Co, to code t his sequence accordingly, that is, let n 0 and n 1 be the number
of Os and l s in X i,n, hence n0 +n, =n, t hen C0 , will generate a code word of length
-n 1 log0' - nolog(l-0') for X in• If can be shown that the expected redundancy of C0'
for a sequence of length n is

R (C0' ,Bern(0)) = K L(0Jl0')
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where KL(0ll0')=01ogf,+(l-0)1og;_:_-%, is the Kullback- Leibler (KL) divergence , which ,
though not a proper metric, measures the distance between 0 and 0' in the sense that
KL(0110') 2:0 and only equal to O when 0=0'. For 0'f0, the redundancy will not tend
to zero, 311d thus 1[0 , is not optimal. The quest ion is then whether there exists a coding
scheme that regardless of the true distribution behaves nearly as well as arithmetic
coding when t he true distribution is known.
To formalise this question, suppose a data sequence x 1 ,n is generated by a source
P, which is unknown but can be assumed to be in a set of sources M. The aim is to
devise a coding scheme that is asymptotically optimal regardless of what the underlying
distribution is in M.

Indifference rule. Laplace, several hundred years ago , pondered t he same question ,
but from a prediction perspective. He asked the following question , 'What is the probability that the sun will rise tomorrow? (given it has always risen in the past) '. We
can formally phrase this .question as follows: Given a sequence of x 1 ,n that is generated
i.i.d from a B ern(0) with unknown 0, what should be P(xn+i = ll x 1 ,n)7 Now that we
have a class of models , namely the family of Bernoulli distributions , each member in
this family is uniquely indexed by a 0E8=[O,l]. Following a Bayesian approach, we
express our prior believe on 0 with the density function 11(0). To combine the information regarding our prior and our observed data, we use Bayes rule. We define the
posterior distribution 11(0lx 1 ,n) as

P(x1nl0)11(0)
11(0lx1 n) = feP(x1n10')11(0')d0'

(6)

This posterior distribution contains both sources of information that we have about
the parameter, namely, our prior beliefs and the observed data. This posterior distribution readily provides changes to our prior belief brought about by the data. The
predictive distribution is then given by

P(xn+l = llx1n) =

l

P(xn+l = ll0)11(0 lx1n)d0

(7)

If we are indifferent among all possible models (0) , that is, to take a uniform prior
distribution over 8 such that 11(0) = 1 for all 0 E 8 , we end up with Laplace rule , that
1
, where #(1) denotes the number of l 's in Xin•
is P(xn+l = l lx 1n) =
A-Priori distribution. We can easily show that this scheme is equivalent to predicting
with the following Bayes mixture

#;~t

P(x) =

fe 11(0)P(xl0)d0

(8)

This can be interpreted as a mixture of all models (P(xl0)) weighted according to our
prior belief over all possible 0E 8, expressed by 11(0). Assuming the true source is given
by B ern(0), the expected redundancy of a coding scheme i[p based on the mixture
P(x) in Equation (8) is
1~
P(xl0)
R(1Cp ,Bern(0) ) =;;;, L.., P (xl0) log r ( )P(xl )d
0
0 0
811
xE.Bn
Ji

A well-known theorem provides a bound for this [GriiO7]
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Theorem 24. Under weak regularity conditions (see (C:,i'i//1}) . the following bound
holds

""

P(xl 0)

nR(Cp .B ern(0)) = x~' P(xl0) 1og fe 1T(B) P(xlB)dB
1
n
1
:S- log- + log1T(0) - 1 + - log(detj(0))+o( l )

2

27T

2

where det](0) is the average Fisher information.

For the single- parameter Bernoulli distribution , det](0) = 1/0( 1-0)=0(1) for 0fO ,l.
Different versions - weaker than this theorem in some sense, stronger in other senses ca n be fo und in [Bal97, KR95 , Sch , ti , .Jef61 ). The total redundancy nR(Cp ,B ern(0))
grows only logarithmica lly with n. If 7r(0) > 0, that is, initially the true model is
not eliminated from the set of possible models, then a coding scheme based on P
in Equation (8) is asymptomatically optimal. This begs the question of what prior
distribution one should choose? To answer this question, we will discuss formally the
notion of universality and t hen give a more precise performance measure for redundancy
in the context of universal coding. The first results in universal coding are due to B.M.
Fi t ingof [Fit66 , F it6 7). There are many papers on th is subject , e.g. [ET8 1] is a very
good survey.

Minimax redundancy and universality. Recall the general setup at the beginning
of this section, a data sequence is generated from a source P on X 00 • P induces a
sequence of true dist ributions P n on x n and x 1 ,n is sampled according to P n for all n.
Denote a set of possible sources on X 00 , M. Let M n be t he induced distribu tions on
x n. A series of block-to-variable coding scheme Cn is devised on the sequence of sets
xn , one on each set . q,n is used to denote t he set of all possible coding schemes on x n.
D efinition 25 (minimax redundancy). G iven the above setting, t he following quant ity
is _called the minimax redundancy attainable on M n·

Rminimax (q,n,M n) = inf

sup R(Cn, Pn)

CnE4> 11 PnEMn

where R (Cn ,Pn) is the expected average redundancy in Equation (-!).
Universality of a coding scheme can be defined with respect to the minimax redundancy.

D efinition 26 (universal coding scheme) . There is a universal coding scheme fo r M if
Jim Rminimax(q,n, M n)= O

n ➔ oo

A sequence of coding schemes {Cn }::"= 1 is called asymptotically optimal if
. supp EM n R (Cn, Pn)
1llll
Rminimax( <I>n, M n)
TI

71 -----tcX)

(9)

That is, the worst case performance of {Cn }::"=i asymptomatically gets close in ratio to
the best possible coding scheme for sou rces in M.
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Remark 27. A few remarks:
1. The optimality notion in Equation (9) is stronger than that in Equation (5).
2. In this thesis, we will not discuss necessary and sufficient conditions for the ex-

istence of a universal coding scheme for a model class M. A in-depth discussion
can be found in [Dav73]. Also note there are many notions of universality and
there is a hierarchy of universality; a detailed discussion can be found in Chapter
6 of [Grii07].
Performance of universal coding scheme for stationary memoryless sources.
Now we turn to the stationary memoryless sources and answer the question of what
prior distribution one should choose. Let M denote the set of all memoryless sources
on X 00 where IXI is the size/cardinality of the non-empty finite alphabet X. Recall
that each source P in M can be identified by a categorical distribution (generalised
Bernoulli distribution) P 0 with vector parameter p on X where pis in IX I-dimensional
simplex S 1x1-i , that is, I:;\Xlpi=l, p;2>0 for all i, and P 1 (xilP)=p;. [KT8 1] provides a
minimax redundancy bound for M.

Theorem 28. Let M be the set of all stationary memoryless sources on X and Wn are
all possible coding schemes on xn, then
. ¾inimax(<Iin,M) - l
1im
1x1 1
logn

2;:

n➔ oo

Remark 29. There are three remarks:
1. The total minimax redundancy is ix1- 1 1ogn which is linear in the size of X and
grows logarithmically with n .
2. Surprisingly, the cost for universality is very small. The redundancy decreases as

O(n- 1 logn) when a source is unknown.
3. An asymptotically optimal code of a source word can be achieved by any Bayes
mixture distribution
P(x)=

J. . J,

1r(p)Po(x lp)dp

5 1x1-1

with 1r(p) > 0 (for the true p). However, we will review a particular one with
a Dirichlet distribution with parameter !XI-dimensional vector ½ as the prior
distribution. This particular estimator is called Krichevsky-Trofimov (KT) estimator, which has a distinguishing property that the parameter redundancy can
be uniformly bounded. It is impossible to prove a uniform bound for the Laplace
estimator. A detailed discussion of Dirichlet distribution is presented in Section 5.3.1.
4. However this bound is only nice in the asymptotic sense, i.e. IXI is small compared
with the length of data to be encoded. However, each element in IXI contributes
½logn redundancy, so the total redundancy grows linearly with IXI. This can be
bad: Consider the English text where alphabet is taken to be the set of all English
words. It motivate us to consider more sophisticated methods for large-alphabet
compression, which we will discuss in Section 4.
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3.2.3

Kri chevsky-Thofi m ov Estimator

We begin 11·ith a short rev iew of the well-known KT estimator [EDil ] for Bernoulli
distributions. Let ·"Ln be a binary string of ci zeros and bones. and '.l'n +i be the next
sym bol. then the l(T estimated proba bility of Xn+I is given by
1

(10)

P kt(Xn+I = 0lx1 ,n)

a+l / 2
a+b+l

(11 )

Pkt(Xn+I = l lx1,,,)

1 -Pkt(Xn+I =0lx1,n)

(12)

Pkt(d

From (10) - (12) , we can estimate the block probability of a string x 1,n using

Pki(X1,n) = Pkt(X1 jf )Pki(x2 IX1 ) ... Pkt( XnlX<n)
A useful property of t he I<T estimator is that it only depends on the number of zeros
and ones in a strin g, and not on t heir order. Let s = oa1 b denote a string with a zeros
and b zeros, and write Pki(a,b) to denote P ki(s), then we can incrementally calculate
this quantity as follows:

Pki(a+l ,b)

a+ l /2
a+b+ l Pkt(a,b)

Pki(a,b + 1)

b+ l /2
a+ b+l Pki(a,b)

with Pki(0 ,0) = l. The KT estimator has a useful theoretical property shown in [\\'ST%]
that , for any sequences generated by Bern(0) with 0E [0,1] for all a+b2'. 1, the red undancy is uniformly bounded because

(l-0)"0b 1
1
log(n)+l
1 - c\ ::; log(a+b)+l =

nR(CKr, B ern(0))= lo g n

2

2

(13)

where CKr is t he coding scheme induced by the I<T estimator. Note that t his is
consistent with the opt imal bound for a universal code. The alphabet here is the
binary set l!ll of size 2.

3.3

Stationary Source with Finite Memory

Often the probability of the ne),,i; symbol depends on the previous observed symbols,
that is, symbols are not independent of each other. Take English text for example, given
a word 'San ' it is more likely that it is followed by ' Francisco' than by 'web' . Hence,
we are interested in modelling the conditional probability of a certain symbol given its
context of length n. This is known as the Markov model , and in the text modelling
literature also known as n-gra ms model. In this section, we present a method that deals
with variable order Markov models.
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3.3.1

Binary Context Tree Weighing Algorithm

The CTW algorithm [WST95 , WST97] is a theoretically well-motivated and efficient
online binary sequence predict ion algorithm. It uses Bayesian model averaging that
computes a mixture over all prediction suffix trees [RST96] up to a certain depth, with
greater prior weight given to simpler models.
A context tree of depth D is a perfect binary tree of depth D , with the left edges
labelled 1 and the right edges labelled 0. Let sEJIBSD=LJ~ 0 JE,i be a node in the context
tree and suppose Xi,n is the sequence seen so far and [x 1,n] Is is the sequence of bits in
x 1 ,n t hat follow the contexts. For example [0011000101]100=101. The counts as and bs
corresponding to the number of zeros and ones in [x 1 n]ls are stored at each nodes and
are updated as bits in the input sequence are observed. The KT estimate is calculated
at each node s based on the attached counts as and b8 • Additionally, we introduce a
weighted probability for each node s , which can be recursively calculated by
Pkt([x1n] 1s)
P~(X1n)= { 2Ip kt ([x 1:n Ji s )+l2 pOs(
[xi-n]
10s)P~([X1n]11s)
w
·

if

s

is a leaf node

otherwise

(14)

The joint probability for the input sequence is then given by the weighted probability
Pcrw(x1n) :=P:V(x1n) at the root node.
A weighted context tree of a fixed depth D is constructed as follows. Provided with
the input sequence x 1 n , it is first necessary to reserve the initial D bits of the sequence
to be used as an initial context (or in practice we pad D zeros in front of x 1 n)- As
bits in the input sequence are observed we find the leaf node s of the context tree that
corresponds to the current context. The counts as and bs , corresponding to the number
of zeros and ones in [x 1 n] 1s, in t his node are updated based on the value of the bit
observed, then the KT estimate is calculated and a weighted probability is assigned
according to Equation (1 4). We then traverse the tree towards the root , at each node
m with left child Om and right child lm updating t he counts am and bm as well as the
KT-estimate for the node. The new weighted probability is then calculated recursively
according to Equation (14). The CTW update is complete after finishing this process
for the root node. At this point the weighted probability at the root gives the joint
probability for the input sequence observed so far. As the update process only involves
a traversal from one leaf node to the root , it can be performed in time linear in D , the
depth of t he tree.

Prediction with CTW. Having described the process of constructing and updating
a weighted context tree, we now consider the prediction aspect of the CTVv algorithm.
For a weighted context tree that has been updated with an input sequence Xi,n, the
weighted probability at the root gives a probability for t he sequence x 1 n. If n<D, then
the probability for Xn+I = 1 is simply set t o ½. This is necessary as the input sequence
seen so far is insufficient for providing an initial context. To make a prediction for Xn+I
when n 2: D we use conditional probabilities. Specifically
Pcrw(Xn+1=l[x1n)=

P :V(x1nl )
'(
)
Pw X1,n

where x 1,nl is the sequence x 1 ,n followed by a bit 1, and P :V is the weighted probability
at the root of the weighted context tree. As P :V(x 1,n) is already calculated and stored in
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the root of the t ree, for the purposes of pred iction it only remains to calculate P:,, (x 1 ,n 1).
This can be done by performing a 'dummy update· of the context tree. To perform a
dummy update we start at the leaf node of the context tree that corresponds to the
current context . Pretending Xn+I = l was observed , the weighted probability of the
node is calculated. but is not used to update the nod e. As thi s is a leaf node this only
requires calculating an upd ated KT-est imate, and is not dependent on any other nod es
in the tree. This new weighted probability is not used to upd ate the tree, but merely
propagated back up the tree. At each interior node we also ca lcu late ( without updating
t he node) the KT estimate as if Xn+ I = 1 was observed. Using t his value, combined with
th e weighted probabil ity propagated from the child , allows the new weighted probability
for the current node to be calculated. In this manner when the root of the context tree
is reached we have a value for P:,,(x 1 ,,. l ), without making any changes to the t ree.
Cond itioning on x 1 ,,. now gives a probabili ty to be used for prediction. After t he actual
value of Xn + l is observed we update the tree, and the cycle of prediction / observation
continues . As with the CTW update process, this propagation up through the tree has
computation t ime linear in the depth of the context tree.

3 .3.2

Model Class and R edundancy

Bounded m emory tree source. Before we d iscuss the theoretical insights into th e
CTW algorithm , we need to introduce a number of concepts. Our discussion in t his
section is largely drawn from [WST95].
A binary tree source can be described by the notion of a suffix set S , which is a
collection of binary strings s that satisfy the following
• Properness. No string in S is a suffix of any other string in S.
• Completeness. each semi-infinite sequence ... x 1_ 2 x,_ 1 x, has a suffix t hat belongs
to S.
A bounded memory t ree source of depth D can be identified by a suffix set S with
C(s) ~ D for all s ES. Each suffix s ES corresponds to a parameter 0,, which takes a
value in [O,1] and specifies a Bernoulli distribution over JIB. The parameter set related to
a bounded memory tree source is 8 5 := {0.ls ES} . The suffix fun ction fJs(·) maps semiinfinite sequences onto their unique suffix s ES. The actual next-symbol probabili ties
for a bounded memory tree source with suffix set S and parameter set 8 5 are

P (xt = ll x <t,S ,Gs ) =

0 /3s (x«)

All t ree sources with the same suffix set are said to have t he same model. The set of all
tree models having memory not larger than Dis called the model class C 0 . The cost
of a model S with respect to model class C 0 is defined as

fo (S) := ISl-l+l { sJsES ,C(s) i D}I
Note that tree sources with large dept h have greater cost.
Model class that CTW mixes over. The joint probability for t he input sequence
given by the weighted probabi li ty Pcrw (x 1 ,,.) := P :V(x 1 n) at the root node of a context
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tree of depth D can be rewritten as

Pcrw(x1,n)=

L rro(U)npl(T(a,.,bu)
uEU

UECo

with

L rro(U) = l
UECo
The proba bility given by the CTW algorit hm is essentially a weighted mixture over all
tree sources that have memory not larger than D. By a simple counting argument , the
number of tree sources with memory not larger than D is double exponential in D. As
such, the CTW algorithm is theoretically well-motivated, at the same t ime that CTW
provides an efficient way to calculate a mixture over such a large model class also makes
it practically interesting.
Redundancy. Consider a binary string x 1 ,n that is sampled from a bounded memory
tree source S E CD (D < n) with the actual probability Ps (x 1,n) and Pcrw(x 1,n) is
the estimated probability given by the CTW algorithm. The individual redundancy of
x 1,n, R (x 1,n,Pcrw(X1cn),Ps(x1,n)) can be uniformly (i.e., for all x 1 ,nElllln) bounded by
[WST95]

n
1
R(x1 ,n, Pcrw(x1 n) , Ps (x1n)) := -logPcrw(X1 n)+ logPs(x1,n) :S:: rD(S) + ISl( 2logTsf + 1)
which grows logarithmically with n. The first term rD(S) is called the model redundancy, which is the cost for 'locating' the true model S , while the second term
ISJ(½ log~ + l ) is called the parameter redundancy t hat stems from the redundancy of
the KT estimators for 05 E0s.
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4

Large -Alphabet
niques

Sequence

Compression

Tech-

In this section. we look at compression techniques applied directly to large-alphabet
sequences , as opposed to binary (or binarised) sequences. We fi rst di scuss t he challenge that compression has when directly directly dealing wi th large alphabet , t hen
we present Veness and Hutter's sparse sequential Dirichlet coding [\'11 12] and Hu tter·s Sparse Adaptive Di richlet- multi nomial (SAD) coding [!l 111 13]. Both adaptively
allo ca te/ reserve probabi lity for unseen data, however the latter is more t heoretically
refined. In Section 6, we combine SAD with the CTW and apply CTW-SAD to compress sources with finite memory. One should note that t here are many other methods
that can be used for compressing sources with large alpha bet, for instance, a method
[G\\'T 10] based on hierarchical P YP, a method [OSI02] that combines properties of
PPM (Prediction by P art ial Match [C' WS-1]), CTW, and Kneser-Ney; some of them are
disc ussed in Section 5.

4 .1

Sparse Sequential Dirichlet Coding

Given a sequence x 1,n = x 1 ... Xn from some large alphabet X , the sequential Dirichlet
estimator with hyperparameter a= (a 1 ,a 2 , .. . ,a1x1) yields the following joint probabili ty
#i(xi)+ai

n

?/;(x1n) = II (i-l) +I>i
i= l

where #i (xi) is a shorthand for #i(xilx<i) the number of occurrence of Xi in x<i · T his
distribution is called Dirichlet- multinomial distribution, which has been illustrated by
the Polya urn scheme in Section 5.3.1. Wit hout any addit ional knowledge about the
structure of X , it is reasonable to choose an ind ifferent a such t hat a i = A for all i a nd
the resulting joint probabili ty becomes
#i(xi)+ .X

n

?;(x1,n)= II (i- 1)+ -XIXI
i=l

Traditional choices of ,X are Laplace indifference rule ,X = 1, the KT estim ator ,X = ½,
maximum likelihood A= 0 and Perks' prior A=
. The first three consider individual
11
elements in X and pretend that they have appeared A times a priori. Perks takes a more
collect ive perspective and pretends t hat all symbols in X have collectively appeared once
a-priori. We st udy Pf for some specific .X 's, for example, t he KT estimator (>-=½ ), the
redundancy of which can be unifor mly bounded

1

?;(x1 ,n)
- log 2 ~ r

X -1

1

) ::::; -

1

-

X1 ,n

-

2

log 2 n+IXl- l

This coding technique performs well only if IXI is intrinsically small or good compression
performance is only requ ired asymptotically, where IXI is fixed whi le n tends to infinity.
However, all t he aforem ent ioned choices of A are problematic for large alp habet X , which
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can be seen from the previous bound for t he KT estimator as an example: each element
in X contribute ~log 2 n to the total redund ancy, whi ch resultantly grows linearly with
the size of the alphabet . There is another deeper reason why these choi ces necessarily
preform poorly in the context of large-alphabet sequences. To see this, let A n be the
unique symbols that have appeared up to time step n, that is A n={x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,xn}- Note
that the repeating elements get automatically removed in a set. Let un= X -An and
we have

I )- #n+1(Xn+1)+ >px (
n + >- IX I
,\ Xn+l X1 ,n -

An and un partition the probability space into nn-+;_j~I and n";~J 1. The probabili ty
reserved for un is linear in IUnl and wit h a uniform distribution on un, each unseen
symbol has probability n+~Jx J· However, intuit ively we would like the probability of
each unseen symbol to be related to t he size of A n (or un) .
Sparse sequential Dirichlet coding. Veness and Hutter [VH12] motivate their
approach from a slightly different angle. Consider a sequence of symbols x 1 ,n over some
large alpha.bet X. This sequence can be seen as being sampled from an unknown (and
much smaller) subset As;; X. If one knew A s;; X , one could code the sequence based
on A , however , we need to deal wit h the case where we only know X and at the same
t ime we want to minimise the regret , which is the difference of code length between
cod ing x 1 n without knowing A and knowing A in hindsight. The idea is that we code
t he current symbol Xn+i using a KT estim ator but based on A n rather t han X and
discount it by a factor (l- .Bn+i ), and redistribute t he remaining probabili ty uniformly.
if #n+ 1(Xn+1)= 0
.Bn+l Jz_inJ
)> 0
(
)#n+1(xn+1l+ ½ "f #
( (Xn+1lx1 ,n)= { (l- _B
n+ l

n+ ~

1

n+ l Xn+l

where .Bi = l for i EN. The parameter .Bi controls the total probability reserved for
unseen symbol and decays over time , which is based on a reasonable assumption that
new sym bols become less likely to occur over time. It turns out that the regret (comparing coding with Ewith employing KT estimators on A without reference to the base
alphabet) of this estimator can be bounded by t he following
Theorem 30. Given alphabets X and A such that ACX , for all n EN and for all
X1,n EAn, we have
-log 2 ( (x1n) - (- f>-t(x1n)) ::,'.log2 n+ IA l1og 2 IX I
2

which results in an overall redundancy bounded by

(I A~+ l ) log 2n + IA llog 2 IXI + IA l-1

4.2

(15)

Sparse Adaptive Dirichlet-Multinomial Coding

Rutter 's model employs the idea of 'escape' symbol and 'escape' probability. The basic
idea is simple: When estimating the conditional probability of the next bit, P(Xn+i lx1cn),
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for symbols we have seen , we estima te t he probabi li ty using P(x,,+ 1 lx 1 ,,,) = # ,,~~;~ +il .
By add ing /3,, we effec tively reserve probabili ties fo r unseen sy mbols, and the total
amount held out is
We then red istribute this probabili ty among th e unseen
symbols accordi ng to t he distribution P (x,,+1 lx u ,) = ~ such that L-jEU" w;':::; 1.
For exam ple, wf can be taken as a uniform distribution
.
The basic idea is not
1
1
novel, however , (3,, has been treated ca relessly. R utter 's main contributi on is that /3,, is
opt im ised for minimising coding redundancy. He proposes that the optimal /3,, should
be ta ken as

,,!'~.. .

J,,

IA"I

/3,, = ~
nw7

for

n2'. 1

(16)

for n = O t he value of (30 does not matter , because t his model will automatically reduce
to the dist ribu t ion wf at t he beginning.
R e mark 31. Note that /3,, depends on IA"I that can be intuitively motiva ted: if IA"I
is large (compared with Inn), that means a lot of new symbols have appeared in the
sequence so far and one would reasonably expect to frequently see new symbols following
thi s momentum. Large IA" I leads to large /3,,, which means that more probabili ty
should be reserved, which corresponds to our intuition. Vice versa, sma ll IA"I indicates
unlikelihood of seeing new symbols in the fu t ure, and hence t he reserved probabili ty
should be small.

It is shown in [Hutl3] that the red undancy of the above P with (3,, in Eq uation (16)
is bounded by
1
'-' 1
1
en
CL(A)- (I A l- )log 2 IAI + L..., 2lnni - lnn+ IAllnln-lAI + 0.56IA I+ 0.082
2
2
j EA

(17)

where

CL(A) :=

L

ln(l /w;,+,)

lENew

w;

A crude choice fo r the symbol weights is the uniform distribution
= 1/ IX I, which
results in CL(A )= IA llnlXI. Finer choices are discussed in [Hut13].
Now we compare the redundancies shown in Equation (13) and Equation (15), in
which each symbol in IA I (or even IXI ) contributes ½lnn+O( l ) redundancy. Rutter's
model improve upon this in t he following significant ways. Now consider the asymptotics n--+oo in Equation (17). First , unseen symbols induce zero redund ancy. Second ,
each symbol j in IAI that only appears finit ely often induces only finit e redundancy.
Only symbols that appear infinitely often have asymptotic red und ancy ½lnn + O (l).
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5

Text Modelling Techniques

Many linguistic applications, such as speech recognition , handwriting recognition, optical character recognition (OCR), and machine translation use probability language
models, which help to get rid of ambiguities. To see that , consider two texts consisting of the same sonic features , 'beautiful flower' and 'beautiful flour'. In the lack of
comprehensive grammatical knowledge, a probability language model would reveal that
P(beautiful flower)> P(beautiful flour) from a statistical perspective. In this section,
we survey the techniques that are used to build such probability language models.

5.1

n-gram Models over Sparse Data

Ultimately we would like to model the (joint) probability distribution over sentences.
This can be achieved by modelling the conditional probability of words and stitching
them together to form the joint distribution over the entire sentence, that is, assuming
a sentence contains l words
l

P(xu)= IlP(xilx<i)
i=l

The n-gram model aligns with this approach, however, it further assumes that the conditional probability given the entire history P(xilx<i) can be simplified by considering
only the most recent n-1 words. That is,
l

P(xu) "'=' IlP(xilXmax{i-n+l,O},i-1)
i=l

The conditional probability of a word xi only depends on its context of length n-1 ,
which corresponds to a n-1 order Markov model. For notational simplicity, we write
P(xilxi-n+u-1) =P(x1lxmax{i-n+1,o),i-l) and discuss the case where there is not enough
context separately. The rationale behind this assumption is that the remote context has
negligible influence on determining the probability of the next word. This assumption ,
though not universally true, is very sensible and goes a long way towards increasing the
feasibility of such probability models. In this section, we look at two approaches that
are based on n-grams models. The first one uses smoothing methods on the conditional
probabilities. The second employs a Pitman-Yor process on n-gram model, resulting in
the so-called hierarchical Pitman-Yor process.

Framework. For an n-gram model, the considitional probabilities P(x;jxi-n+u-i) are
initially unknown and thus need to be learnt . Different from the compression techniques
surveyed in this thesis, most text modelling techniques use a standalone training data
set to build the model by learning the probabilities. The performance is then evaluated
on a separate test data set that is independent of the training set. In this thesis , we
use the average code word length as a performance measure.

5.2

Smoothing Techniques

The most straightforward way of estimating P(xilxi-n+u- 1 ) is to simply count how
many times xi-n+l,i and Xi-n+u-i occur in the training set respectively and take the
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radio

•

I.

PAIL(Xi X i- n+ l: i - 1

)=

#(x;-n+ li )
(
,
Xi- n+U- 1

#

as a n est imate for P(x; lxi-n+h-il • This is norma lly called the maximum likelihood estimate. In case of # (xi- n+ h - il = 0 (and hence #( X;- n+ 1,;_ 1 ) = 0), defi ne
PAIL(x; IX;- •n +li-1) = 0.
Unfor t unately, this often leads to poor performance in many applications. To see
thi s, consider a 2-gram model and an alphabet of a smalls size, IXI = 20,000 3 The training set contains N = 10,000,000 words. By simple coun t ing , there are IXl 2 = 400 ,000 ,000
possible word pairs, so the training d ata can only cover 2.5% of them, hence most
P,11 L(x;lx;_1 ) will be zero. This is not acceptable as th is model provides little information to help, for example, a speech recogniser to select the correct tran script . Philosophically maxi mum likelihood only takes into account the evidence, i.e. , the trai ning
data set, which onl y works when the sample size is large compared wit h the number
of parameters that need to be estimated. However, when dealing with large alphabet ,
the sparseness in training data is inevitable. Few wou ld flatly deny any possibili ty of a
word occurring in the future just because it has not occurred in the training set. Hence,
the zero frequency problem needs to be tackled properly.
Smoothing is one technique to address t his issue. The idea is to make the maximum likel ihood estimate less spiky by bringing low probabilities, e.g. zero frequency,
upward and high probabilities downward in a sensible manner. We survey a number of
smoothing techniques and analyse their advantages and disadvantages. See [CC:9G] for
a more in-depth survey.

5.2.1

Additive Smoothing

The idea of additive smoot hing [Lid20 , Joh32 , Jef.18] is that initially we pretend that
each word occurs some O'.So '.S 1 times more than it actually does. This idea yields the
following esti mate

.

( I

)

Padd X; Xi-n+ l,i- 1

o+#(Xi- n+Li)

= u'I t'lvi + #( Xi.- n+l:t. 1)

This equation can be obtained by assuming a Dir(o) prior distribution on all parameters. Imagine we have a prior training set of size olX I, and each word occurs uniformly
o times. Thus Padd is equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimate on this imgi na ry
training set combined wit h the real training set. To see t his more form ally, Padd can be
rewritten as

Padd(x;IXi- n+ h - 1)

# (xi- n+li-1)
#(Xi- n+1J +
ol XI
1
ol X l+ #(xi-n+li-1) #(Xi- n+li- 1) ol Xl + #(X i- n+ii-1) IX I
= (1 - >-(o))PMi+>-(o)Puniform

8IXl+#t;:

1n+u where >- (o) =
1) and puniform = 11 1. Th is shows that padd is, in fact , a
linear combination of maximum likelihood estimator and a uniform distribution . Here
>- (o) controls how much we rely on the initial belief.
3 The

Carn egie Mellon pronouncing dirctionary (0.6) contains 133,737 words.
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An immediate advant age of addit ive smoothing is that it avoids t he zero frequency
problem. However, there is a major drawback to it: The probability 'held out ' for
unseen data is linear in the size of the alphabet , which is rough and also counterint uit ive. Because how much probabily needs t o be held out should be determined
by the number of words that actually appeared as opposed to the size of t he ent ire
alphabet.

5 .2.2

Jelinek Mercer Smoothing

The Jelinek Mercer (JM ) method [J M80] is, in some sense, an extension of additive
smoothing. In addit ive smoothing, we have a mixture of n-gram model and 0-gram
model (uniform distribut ion), whereas in J M method , this mixture is t aken over all
n-gram models up to some fixed n . Information from lower order models is merged into
higher order models by linear interpolation and can be defined elegantly in a recursive
fashion
FJ M ( Xi I Xi - n+Li- 1) = Axi-n+li-l FM L ( Xi lx i- n+Li-1) + (1 - Axi-n+li- 1) F JM ( Xi I Xi-n+2,i- l )

where Ax,-n+i,-i E (0,1) may depend on Xi- n+u- 1. The base case, the 0:th order model ,
of this recursion can be set to be the uniform distribution.
While this equation looks similar to additive smoothing, there are two notable differences. First, in JM method the smoothed n-gram model is defined recursively by a
linear interpolation between n :th order maximum likelihood estimate and the smoot hed
n- 1:th order model , whereas in additive smoothing, n-gram model is a direct linear
interpolation between n:th order maximum likelihood estimate and the uniform distribution. Secondly, in additive smoothing there is one A(5) for all context xi- n+Li- J,
whereas the JM method allows different Ax,-nn,-i for different cont ext frequencies ,
which is more reasonable because how much we should resort to lower order models
really depends on how much data we have for Xi- n+U-J· The remaining issue we need
t o address is how to train the A's. Set ting all A's t o the same value results in bad
performance [B JM83], while training distinct A's is not generally feasible . Jelinek and
Mercer [BJM83] chose an intermediate idea that put A's into different bins according
to # (x i- n+u-i ) and all A's in the same bin are restricted to have the same value.

5.2.3

Absolute Discounting

Jelinek Mercer interpolated higher order models wit h lower ones in a linear fashion , but
there are many other functional st ructures that can be used. h1 absolute discounting
[NE91 , NK94] a nonlinear scheme is adopted. Inst ead of discounting t he actual count
by multiplying by a factor Ax,- nn ,-i, we subtract from each non-zero count a fixed
amount O::; D :S 1. That is,

- ( I

P abs Xi Xi - n +l: i -1

)

max{#( x i-n+l i) - D ,O}
11 1

.

\

Xi - n + l :i- 1

+ ( 1-Axi-n+ l: i - l ) P- abs ( X i IXi - n+ 2:i - 1 )

Here the factor (1 - Ax,- nn,- il is chosen such that this distribut ion sums to 1
D
( l - Axi- n+li- 1)=

, N J+ (Xi - n+Li-1')

_jJ_/

Xi - n +l: i - 1
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Th e notation N1+(x;-n+u- i ·) is used to denote the numb er of uniqu e words in th e
co ntext of X; - n+u - J, form ally
N 1+(X;-n+JH ·) = l{x; . #(x; -n +ul > O}I

Ney [\ l,ll~ ] has suggested setting

D=____!!]_
n 1+n2
where n; is the number of n-grams that occur exactly i times in the trainin g data.

5.2.4

Kneser-Ney Smoothing

A refined lower order di stribution has been proposed by Kneser&Ney [E\'95]. In previous met hods, lower order distributions are taken to be either maximum likelihood or
the uniform dist ribu t ion . We have argued that maximum li kelihood is not normally a
wise choice. Lower order distributions are especially important when t here are insufficent statistics to constru ct accurate hi gher order models . Thus, Kneser and Ney argue
th at lower order distributions should not be used carelessly and need to be optimised
to perform well .
Their method is based on t he a bsolute discounting scheme , t hat is ,
max{# (Xi - n+li)-D,O}
#(xi-n+U- J)

Fi<N(x; IXi-n+ l,i- 1)

+

D NJ+(Xi-n+l,i-l ·) j'>KN(x; IX; - n+h-1)
#(xi-n+li-J)
A difference to absolute discounting is with the base case unigram probability, instead
of setting it to be proportional to the number of occurrences of a word , they set it to
be the number of distinct words t hat it follows. Formally

p

( ) _ Ni+( ·x;)
Nl+(- ·)

KN x , -

where Ni+(·x;) is the number of different words that x; follows, Ni+(·x;) =
l{x;_ 1,#(x; _1,;) > O}I and Ni+ (··) is the number of unique word pairs, that is, NH(- ·)=
l{(x;-1,x;) ,#(xi-1;) > O} I.
This strange count ing met hod can be motivated by the following example: Consider
an article on t he paintings of Vincent Van Gogh. ' Gogh ' is no doubt a common word ,
however , it only occurs after the word 'Van ', whi ch means this word does not have mu ch
'freedom'. In previous methods, owing to t he high frequ ency of ' Gogh' a maximum
likelihood estimate would naively assign a relatively high probabili ty to t his word ,
however, intui tively t his should not be t he case, because ' Gogh ' only occurs after 'Yan '
and this has already been taken care of by higher order models, e.g., the bigram model.
In light of t his, t his ad hoc way of counting in Kneser-Ney smoothing makes sense, the
base case probabi li ty is only proportional to t he number of unique words t hat it follows
and in some sense it takes into consideration t he di versity of histories and measures
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genuinely how frequently a word would occur on its own, stripping off what has been
characterised by higher order models.
The Kneser Ney smoothing can be defined in the follow recursive fash ion
·X, - n+u) -D ,0}
, ( ·I . . ) -max{N1+(
+
)
N (
PKN x, x ,-n+h- 1 l+ · Xi - n+ l: i- 1.

( I
DN1+ (X, - n+u- d PK N X; Xi - n+2>i - l)
N 1+ ( ·Xi-n+l:i-1 ' )

where,
N1+( ·Xi - n+2,,) =l {x,-n+1 ,#(xi-n+u) > O} I
N1+( ·x,- n+H-1 ·)=I { (xi-n+I ,x , ),#(Xi- n+li) > O} I

with t he base case O: t h order distribut ion being the uniform distribution in order to
handle sparseness in t he training data.
5.2.5

Modified Kneser-Ney Smoothing

Inst ead of restricting to having one disco unt D for all nonzero counts, in a modified
I<neser-Ney smoothing [CG96] introduced different parameters D 1,D 2,D 3+. The rationale behind this idea is that for different frequency of n-grams different disco unt should
be applied. We have
PKNM(x; lx i- n+u-il

max{N1+ (·X;-n+d -D(# (x ,-n+1i)) ,0} +
Nl+(-xi - n+u-1·)
>.(xi-n+Li -1 )PKN M( x;lxi-n+2 i-1)

with t he base case O: t h order model being t he uniform distribution and where
il c= O
il c= l
D(c)=
il c= 2
{
D3+ ilc23
0
D1
D2

Again, the purpose of >. (xi-n+u-i) is to make the distribution sum to 1, which is
achieved by
)

'(

D 1N, (xi-n+1i-1 ·)+D2N2(X;-n+u- 1·)+D3+N3+(x, -n+u-1 ·)
)

A Xi-n+l:i- 1

N 1+( ·Xi-n+I:i - I '

where Nk(Xi-n+li- 1·) = l{x;,#(xi-n+u) = k}I and Nk+(xi - n+1i~1 ·) = l{x;,#(Xi-n+i,;) 2

k}I.
The parameters D 1 ,2, 3+ are set to
D 1 =l -2Y n 2
n1
D 2=2 - 3Y n 3
n2
4

D3+=3 - 4Yn
n3
where Y =

--1!.L._.

n1+2n2
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5.3

Pitman-Yor Process

Another approach to discounting is the two parameter Poission-Dirichlet Process (PDP )
[PY!I,) on n-gram models. PD P, which is also known as the P itman-Yor process (PYP )
in natural language processi ng li terature, is an extension of the Dirichlet Process (DP ) .
Relatedl y, PYP / PDP / DP has a stick breaking representation and its marginalisation
is known as the C hinese Restaurant Process (CRP) , which elegantly demonstrates the
power law phenomenon. A Hierarchical PYP applied to n-gra m models corresponds
to an interpolated version of the Kneser-Ney method. Thou gh we have discussed the
intuitive ration ale behind Kneser-Ney's ad hoc counting method , the main justification
has always remained empirical. An advantage of a PYP-based n-gram model is that it
possesses a nice Bayesian interpretation , which we will see t hrough CRP in this section .
Th is section starts with a brief introduction to t he Dirichlet distribu tion and its
non-parametric extension , DP ; then we describe two interesting representations, stick
breaking and CRP.

5.3.1

Dirichlet Distribution and D irichlet Process

Dirichlet distribution . First consider a k-dimensional simplex

sk= {p = (p, ,P2, ••·,Pk) :Vi,Pi:::: o,L

Pi= 1}

This simplex has one-to-one correspondence with the set of all measures on X =
{1,2, ... ,k}, M (X ). Now consider a prior distribution on M (X ) [GR03].

D efinition 32 (Dirichlet Distribution). Let a = ( a 1,a2,... ,ak) with °'i > 0 for all i =
1,2,.. .,k. p = (p 1 ,p 2 , .. ·,Pk) is said to have Dirichlet distribution with parameter a , p ~
Dir(a) if p has the following distribution

P(p) = r(~:-iai) Ilpf; - l VpESk
n =lf(ai) i= I

where r( ·) is the Gamma funct ion, r(x)= Jo""tx- 1 e-tdt.

R emark 33. There are two things about the Dirichlet di stri bution wort h noting
1. For a fixed sample space X , t he Dirichlet distribut ion can be considered to be a

distribu tion of measures, M (X ).
2. In the case where any °'i = 0, by convention we interpret it as a downgraded n-1
dimensional Dirichlet distribution.
Polya urn interpretati on. There is an interesting and useful view of the Dirich let
distr ibution known as the Polya urn scheme, which goes as follows.
Consider a Polya urn (named after Hungaria n Jewish mathematician George P 6lya)
that contains a 0 :=
1 a; ba lls, of which °'i balls are of color i, i= 1,2,... ,k. Now pi ck

I:;-=
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one ball from the urn uniformly at random and replace it with two balls of the same
colour. Set Xm=i if the m:th ball drawn from the urn has colour i. In general, we have

= IX ) = Oj+I:7=1lI(Xi=J)

P(X
n+l

J

ao+n

l,n

We can rewrite this as the following to provide more insight

P(X

-

IX )- - n _I:7-1lI(Xi =j) + ~ °'j

n +i-J

Ln

-a0 +n

n

ao+nao

= .\( ao) I:7=1IT(Xi = j) + (1-.\( ao)) °'J
n
ao
where .\(ao)=n/(a 0 +n) . Just as before, this is a weighted combination of an empirical
frequency estimate combined with a prior b elief. The value a 0 is called the concentration
or strength parameter because it measures the strength of the prior belief.

Dirichlet Process. The Dirichlet distribution p ~ Dir(a) can be interpreted as a
prior distribution on t he simplex Sk , which 1-1 corresponds to all t he measures on
X={l ,2, ... ,k}. We want to generalise t his idea and consider the case where X =IR .
Just as Gaussian processes that effectively put a distribution over all functions on IR ,
a Dirichlet process places a measure over all measures on IR or more generally on any
measurable space. The definition for Dirichlet processes is as follows [GR03].
Definition 34. Consider a sample space D and a probability measure Go on D and
let a 0 be a positive real number. A Dirichlet process is the distribution of a random
probability measure Gover D such that, for any fini te measurable partition A 1 , ... ,Ak of
D, (G(A 1 ) , ... ,G(Ak)) is distributed according to a k-dimensional Dirichlet distribut ion,
that is,
(G(A 1 ) , ... ,G(Ak)) ~ Dir( a 0 G 0 (A 1 ) , ... ,a0 G 0 (Ak))
Then we write G ~ DP(a ,G 0 ) if G is a Dirichlet process. We also call G 0 the base
measure of G and call a 0 the concentration parameter.

Remark 35. A few remarks:
1. DP is an extension of a Dirichlet distribution on finite spaces. In fact , when the

base measure G 0 is a categorical distribution over a finite space, the Dirichlet
process can b e reduced to a Dirichlet distribution [BHlO].
2. In some other definitions of DP, G 0 does not need to be a probability measure on
D provided that G 0 (D) is finite . However, one can always normalise it to derive
a probability measure. For simplicity, we will stick to Go being a probability
measure.

5.3.2

Stick Breaking Representation and Chinese Restaurant Process

The definit ion of DP is not int uitive. We are going to see two different representations
of DP, which provide more insight. The first is called the stick breaking representation:
a Dirichlet process can be defined in terms of an impulse mixture model [BHlO]
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D efinition 36 (Impulse mixture model) . Given a probabi lity distribution H(·) on
a meas urable space X , assume t hat values Bk E M (X ) are i.i.d. according to H (-)
for I,; = 1.2. .
Also an infinite dimensional probability vector p is sampled from a
distribu tion Q(- ) independently of each 0k so that Pk E [0. 1] and L ~iPk = 1. Then
00

G( )= L Pkil [-=0k]
k= I

is an impu lse mixture model with base distribution H(-).

Definition 37 (Dirichlet process) . Following the defi nition of impulse mixture model,
if
k- 1

Pk =.BkII (l -,Bk)
j=l

and

,Bk~ Beta( l ,o:0 )
then t he impulse mixture model is a Dirichlet process with concentration parameter o:0
and base measure H (-).
It is easy to verify that Pk E [0,1] and L ~iPk = 1 wit h proba bility 1.
More generally, when each ,Bk in t he defini t ion above is drawn from B eta( l -d0 ,a 0 +
kd 0 ) , we call the resulting mixture model G(·) a Pitman-Yor process (PYP) with concentration parameter o: 0 and discount parameter d0 wit h a base measure H(-).
Chinese R estaurant Process. Now we consider the Pitman-Yor process and present
an interesting and useful representation known as the Chinese Restaurant Process
(CRP) . Suppose a random probability measure G on a sample space fl is sampled
from a PYP, that is, G PY P (a 0 ,G,d0 ) where o:0 is t he concentration parameter, do
t he discount parameter and Go the base measure. 0 is then sampled according to G ,
0 G. CRP provides a nice generative interpretation with G being margin alised out.
Later we will talk about how to fit CRP into t he text modelling context.
Now imagine a Chinese restaurant wit h infinitely many tables, t= 1,2,.. Customers
are indexed by i = 1,2, ... wit h values x; ~. Once a customer is seated at a table t , we say
that table t is occupied and Ct is t he number of customers seated at table t. Let T be
the total number of occupied tables so far and c to be the total number of customers

~

~

'O r pretendi ng that ea,;h customer will order a dish x,
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so faL Tables have values 0, that are sampled from G 0 .
Algo rithm 1: Sampling from a CRP(o:o,G,do )
customer 1 enters the restaurant and sits at table l.
x 1 =0 1 , where 01 ~ Go, c=l, C1=l, T = l
for i=l ,2, ... do
customer i sits at tablet with probabili ty ~ or he sits at a new table T + 1
with probability
if new table was chosen then

a~;!r

T = T+ l

I 0r+ i~Go

end
Put X ; = 0,, where t is the table at which customer i sits
c, =c, + l
end
There are two interesting phenomena that can be observed from a CRP(o: 0 ,G ,d0 ).
First, a CRP(o: 0 ,G,d0 ) displays a clustering effect, or simply put 'the-rich-gets-richer'
effect. To see that, note that the probability of a cust omer t o sit at a certain table t
is proportional to how popular this table already is (cxn,): the more customers sit at
a table , the more likely it becomes that a new customer will join them. Secondly, a
CRP (o:0 ,G,d0 ) exhibits a diversity effect. Note that the probability that a customer
will sit at a new table is determined by t he concentration parameter o:0 and the total
number of occupied tables T. For a fixed o: 0 , the more occupied tables there are, t he
more likely a. new customer ,vill start at a new table. There are many other phenomenon
that can be modelled by a GRP. Consider a freshman who wants to join a. club at
a university, that student is more likely to join a. popular club that has already a lot
of members and less likely to join an unpopular one. vVith a certain probability, that
student will decide to stai-t his own club. The number of existing clubs reflects how
much the university encourage students to create clubs on their own (assuming there
can be infinitely many possible clubs). As such, the more clubs there a.re, the more
likely the student ,1,ill start his own.
CRP can also be used for modelling text. Think of customers as observed words in
a. text and tables as vocabularies. Some words are commonly used, e.g. 'the ', 'a', 'to',
and thus one is more likely to observe t hem in a text . The observed word 'to' sits at a.
vocabulary table 'to ' and the more popular the table is, t he more likely t he next word
wi ll sit at it, i.e. the neA't word will be 'to' . The tot al number of occupied t ables T can
be interpreted as how active one's vocabulary is. The more new words the aut.hor has
used , the more likely he will use a new word in the future.

5.3.3

Hierarchical Pitman-Yor Pro cess

Now we put things together and present an n-gram model based on a hierarchical
eA.'tension of the PYP [Teh06]. An n-gra.m model represents the conditional probability
of X; given its context X i - n+lci - l of length n - 1. Now assume that this probability is a
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P itman-Yor process t hat ta kes the fol lowing specifi c form ,
P (·lxi - n+1'i- t) ~ PYP (an- l , P(-lxi-n+2 i-1),dn - 1)
"lote that both the concen tration parameter and t he discount parameter depend only
on the length of the con text wh ile t he base measure is the distribution of the current
wo rd given all but the earliest words in the context. In the lack of any knowledge about
P (-l x;_ ,,+ 2 J , it is defi ned recursively as another PYP with concentration parameter
a,, _2 . discounting parameter dn_2 and t he base measure P (- lxi-n+J,;). T his process
ends with the empty context P (-lx;,;- 1 ) = P (·k), wh ich is chosen to be a PYP wi th
un ifo rm dist ribu tion as its base measu re,
P (- lt) ~ PYP(ao ,L.: ,do)

1

where L: (x;) =
1 1 for all

X;

EX.
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6

Ex p eriments and Discussion

In this section , we perform an experimental comparative study for investigating the relationship between binary data compression techniques and natural language modelling
techniques, including an empirical comparison between Kneser-Ney (KN) variants with
regular Context TI·ee Weighting algorithm (CTW) and phase CTW, and with largealph abet CTW with different estimators. We also apply the idea of Rutter 's adaptive
sparse Dirichlet-mult inomial coding to the KN method and provide a heuristic to make
the discounting parameter adaptive.

Choice of corpus and vocab ulary. For the experiments in this section , we have
chosen the following t hree corpora:
l. Australian Broadcasting Commission 2006 (abc)

• Source: http : //www. abc. net. au/
• Number of words: 766,813
• Number of sentences: 29,404
• Average number of words per sentence: 26.079
2. Brown Corpus (brown )
• Source: http://www. hit. uib . no/icame/brown/bcm . html
• Number of words: 1,161 ,192
• Number of sentences: 57,340
• Average number of words per sentence: 20.251
3. CONLL 2000 Chunking Corpus (conll2000)
• Source: http://www.cnts.ua.ac . be/conll2000/chunking/
• Number of words: 259,104
• Number of sentences: 10,948
• Average number of words per sentence: 23.667
We used the Carnegie Mellon pronouncing dictionary (0.6) as our dictionary, which
contains 133737 words (log 2 133737 ~ 17.029) . We have also used the Calgary Corpus
for compression. Descriptions of each fil e in Calgary Corpus and t heir size is shown
in Table 2. Table 3 shows the file sizes under conventional Lempel-Ziv compression ,
implemented by gzip (version Apple gzip 2). There are 1 to 9 different compression
levels with 1 being the fastest yet worst compression and 9 being the best yet slowest
compression .
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Size (bytes)_
111 ,261
768, 771
610,856
102 ,400
377,109
21,504
246,814
53, 161
82, 199
513 ,216
39,611
71,646
49,379
93,695

File name
BIB

BOOKI
BOOK 2
GEO
NEWS
OBJ!
OBJ2
PAPER!
PAPER2
Pl C
PROG C
PROGL
PROGP
TRA NS

Descript ion

AScTT text in UNIX ' refer ' form at - 725 bibliographic references.
unformatted ASCII text - Thomas Hardy: Far from the Madding Crowd.
ASCII text in UN IX 'troff ' format - Witten: Principles of Computer Speech.
32 bit numbers in IB tvl floating poin t format - seism ic data.
ASCII text - USENET batch file on a variety of topics.

VAX executable program - compilation of PROGP.
Macintosh executable program - ' Knowledge Support System'.
Wi tte n, Neal, Cleary: Arithmet ic Coding for Data Compression .
Wi tte n: Computer (in)secu rity.
1728 x 2376 bitmap image (MSB first) : text in French and line diagrams.
Source code in C - UNIX compress v4 .0.
Sou rce code in Lisp - system software.
Source code in Pascal - program to evaluate PPM compression.
ASCII and control characters - transcript of a terminal session.

Table 2: Calgary Corpus.

File name
BIB
BOOK!
BOO1<2
GEO
NEWS
OBJl
OBJ2
PAPER!
PAPER2
P IC
PROGC
PROGL
PROGP
TRA NS

Original size (bytes)
111,261
768 ,771
610,856
102,400
377,109
21 ,504
246,814
53 ,161
82 ,199
513,216
39,611
71,646
49 ,379
93 ,695

gzip compressed (best)
35,087
312,504
206,153
68,377
144,497
10,334
81,032
18,543
29 ,684
52,237
13,348
16,1 64
11 ,1 86
18,934

gzip compressed (worst2
43,898
365,274
248,935
69 ,882
164,305
10,707
93 ,486
21,612
35,099
65 ,575
15,455
20,038
13,382
23 ,966

Table 3: Calgary Corpus under conventional Lempel-Ziv compression, implemented by
gzip.
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6.1

Kneser-Ney and Binary CTW

\Ive compare the Kneser-Ney method for large-alphabet sequences with the CTW algorithm for binary (or binarised) sequences.

Kneser-Ney smoothing implementation. '0le implemented 3-gram and 2-gram
Kneser-Ney, however , there are many variations of the Kneser-Ney method. In the
experiment, we implemented three different variations: the normal Kneser-Ney method,
the modified Kneser-Ney and the modified Kneser-Ney with normal counting. Explicit
equations are in the appendix.
Depth of binary CTW. For fair comparisons, we need to set the depth of binary
CT1~r to be commensurate with the 'depth ' of Kneser-Ney. On average, there is 4.5
letters in an English word [Pie12] . Thus , to match a 3-gram Kneser-Ney model we need
108 (4.5 x 8 x 3) bits depth binary context trees. In our experiements, we have tested
binary CTW for depth 2,4,16,32,48 ,64 ,68 ,72,96,108. A discussion of the depth of CTW
in relation to its performance is presented later.
Preprocessing and CTW alphabet coding. Punctuation is useful for Kneser-Ney
t o separate words, but the Kneser-Ney method does not model punctuations directly.
Also the Kneser-Ney method does not distinguish between upper and lower case letters,
i.e. '1~That' and 'what' are treated as the same word. Consequently, we need to do some
preprocessing by removing all punctuations and lower-casing every letter.
We have a lot flexibility when binarise after preprocessing. The way we binaries
hugely influences the performance of CT1~Tso we want to choose a way of binarising that
does not favour either method. A naive way of doing this is to take the ASCII code of
each letter and simply use the 8-bit binary representation of ASCII codes. For example
the word 'am' has ASCII codes 97 and 109 and their 8-bit binary representations are
01100001 and 01101101. We thus code 'am ' using the concatenation of these two binary
code resulting in 0110000101101101.
However, since we remove all the punctuations and lower-case all letters, we do not
use ASCII code to its full capacity and in fact we only use 26 symbols out of the possible
256 codes. It would not be fair to code ea.ch lower-case letter using ASCII code because
it forces CT1~Tto make e),,"i;ra effort to recognise the symbols t hat we never use. In light
of this and also to make the comparison fair, we redesigned the coding for ea.ch letter.
For a 26 symbol alphabet , 1log 2 26l = 5 bits is enough. As a result , we uniformly code
ea.ch letter using 5 bits, see Table 4.
However, adopting a 5-bit uniform coding still doesn 't ma.kB the comparison completely fair. Consider the following example: Define the following new language called
randEnglish: take each legitimate English word wi and append it with a random sequence of letters of length 100 , r i . Ea.ch word in the alpha.bet of randEnglish is the
resulting word wiri. Note that this operation preserves the size of English alpha.bet ,
that is, the size of alphabet of the new language ra.ndEnglish is the same of that of
English. Now we compa.re Kneser-Ney method with binary CTW. Since Kneser-Ney
works on t he level of words , the experiment al results per word remain the same as for
English, which will result in a much smaller (~100 times smaller) code length per byte
(each word in ra.ndEnglish is at least 100 byte). However, we would reasonably expect
equal or la.rger code length per byte from CTW because it works at the binary level.
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c har
'a l

'b'
·c

·er
'e'
'f'
·g'

·11·
'i'
'j'
' k'

'I'
'tn '

ASCII code
100000
1100001
1100010
1100011
1100100
1100101
11 00110
ll00 l ll
1101000
1101001
1101010
1101011
1101100
1101101

uniform code
00000
00001
00010
000 11
00100
00101
001 10
001 ll
01000
0100 1
01010
0lO ll
01100
0110 1

char
:n•

' o'
'p'
·q

'r
's'

't'
:u '

'v'
\v.r'

'x'
'y '

'z'

ASCII cod e
11 01110
1101111
II 10000
ll 10001
1110010
11100 ]]
ll 10100
1110101
1110110
11101 11
l ll 1000
l lll00l
1111010

uniform code
01110
01111
10000
10001
10010
10011
10100
10101
101 10
101]]
11000
11001
11010

Table 4: ASC II code and 5-bit uniform code for white space and English letters . The
second column is their ASCII codes. T he third column is their 5- bit codes.
This example suggests that we should devise codes on words rather than letters in order
to match t he inner workings of Kneser-Ney. We devised three different variations. T he
first one is the binary representation of alphabetical index of a word in the dictionary.
The ot her two are Huffman codes based on the length of a word and the frequency of
a word in a certain corpus respectively.
'Iradeoff b etween universality and domain-specific knowledge involve m e nt.
We should note that t he two compression techniques being compared a re fund amentally different in the sense t hat CTW is a universal compressor whilst Kneser-Ney is
used mainly for t ext compression/modelling. No a-priori knowledge is needed for CTW
wh ile Kneser-Ney uses a lot of text-specific knowledge. The process of binarising text
demonstrates t he t radeoff between universality and domain-specific knowledge involvement. One extreme is to use AS CII code for each letter, where there is nearly no
domain-specific knowledge fed into CTW , on t he other end of the spectrum we use
Huffman code for each word based on t heir frequency in a certai n corpus, where in this
case CTW does not need to worry about the spelling of a word; even more we have in
some sense cheated by giving CTW corpus specific knowledge. As we wi ll see later in
t his section, t he more domain knowledge we give to CTW, t he better it performs in
general. However , it comes wit h the price of losing its universality.
6 .1.1

CTW Imple mentation Notes

Lazy instant iation. A big challenge we had in implementing CTW is that it is
very memory intensive, especially for large depth. The naive CTW implementation
introduced in Section 3.3. l would use up 4GB memory on a typical personal computer
very quickly for depth larger than 48. However, for a fair comparison with the KneserNey method there is a need to make CTW feasible fo r a large depth, e.g. 108. Note
t hat we sometimes don 't need to extend a branch of t he tree to its maximum depth and
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create all nodes along the pat h , particularly when a pat h does not have any branches.
For example, consider a context tree wit h depth 108. For the very first bit in a file
(assuming we have a dummy history containing 108 zeros) , we know the conditional
probability of that bit is a half because essentially t here is no 'mixing ' happening down
the path. As such, we don 't need to create these 108 nodes to work out a probability that
we could figure out otherwise. As such, the idea is to create a node only when we have
t o create it. This principle in program design is normally termed 'lazy instantiation ' or
'tree pruning ' [WT97].
There are two variations of lazy instant iation considered in [WT 97]. We have implemented the more advanced one, called strict unique path pruning. The pseudo-code
of this algorit hm is presented in Algorithm 2.
The improvement is shown in Table 5. The savings on nodes expanded (and thus
memory) is nearly 90% for deep trees. The amount of memory saved increases as
the depth gets larger. A graphical illustration is presented in Figure 2. The working
implementation of CTW uses lazy instantiation, which allows us to run CTW with
large depth.

D
lazy

2
4
16
32
48
64
68
72
96
108
128
192
256

7
31
29,303
548,853
1,446 ,469
2,659 ,482
2,961 ,038
3,263,137
5,031 ,138
5,886 ,568
7, 317,818
10,877,602
13,183,011

bib(lllKB)
normal
7
31
39,771
1,376 ,810
5,281,829
11 ,433 ,687
13,266 ,662
15,196,830
28 ,514,343
36,103 ,173
49,770 ,953
98 ,497 ,107

N/ A

saving
0.00%
0.00%
26.32%
60.14%

72.61 %
76.74%
77.68%
78.53%

82.36%
83.70%
85.30 %
88.96 %

N/A

lazy

bookl (769KB)
normal
7
31
45936
2,943 ,039
21 ,994,201
68,957,098

7
31
35,669
1,469 ,818
8 ,239 ,332
19,712,624
22 ,781 ,135
25 ,779 ,819
4(),234,161
44,729,343
48,974 ,028

NA
N/ A
N/ A
N/ A
N/ A
N/A
N/A

52 ,309 ,612

52,649 ,428

saving

0.00%
0.00%
68.18%
69.93%

48.94%
38.06%

N/ A
N/A
N/A
N/ A
N/A
N/ A
N/ A

obj2 (2 47KB )
lazy
normal
7
7
31
31
101 ,114
112,079
1,525,153
4,888,073
3,629,199
16,135,477
5,922, 041
31 ,827,109
6,480 ,135
36,260 ,831
40,854,227
7,047, 995
10,386,466
N/A
12,041 ,406
N/A
14, 737,162

22 ,200 ,996
28 ,596,7"77

N/A
N/A
N/ A

saving
0.00%
0.00%
9.78%
68 .80%

77 .51 %
81.39%

82.13%
82.75 %

N/ A
N/ A
N/ A
N/A
N/A

Table 5: Number of nodes expanded in normal CTW and CTW with lazy instantiation. Those that normal CTW with large depths used up all memory and didn 't finish
compression wit hin 10 minutes are marked N / A.

Multi-threading CTW. Since multiple cores are now ubiquituus , I have implemented
a multithreading CTW.
The inner working of CTW can be divided into two separat e phases: (1) collect ing
nodes along the context and (2) updating all the nodes on the path in reverse order.
With special care, t hese two phases can be done by two different threads. As such ,
the node collection operation and updating operation can be done in parallel using the
producer and consumer scheme. The producer and consumer problem is a classical
problem in multithread programming and there are a number of frameworks available.
As to t his particular implementation, there is a product buffer that holds pat h stacks.
The buffer is implemented as a queue (FIFO) . The producer thread collects relevant
nodes, capsulates them as a st ack and puts them in t he product buffer, while the
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Algorithm 2: CT'vV lazy instantiation
cu rrent node = root
path. push(current node)
current context ind ex = size of file buffer
for i=0:depth:1 do
if child corresponding to current context does not exist then
current node = child
path.push(current node)
current conte;,rt indexe nd
e ls e
if current node fil e index is empty then
current node = child = new node
current node. pruned context = current context index - 1
path.push(current node)
break
end
else if pruned context ! = current context then
child of pruned context = copy(current node)
child of pruned context. pruned context = current node. pruned
context -1
child of cu rrent context = new node
child of current context = current context -1
set current node.pruned context to empty
path.push( child of current context)
end
else
child of current context = copy(current node)
child of current context.pruned context = current node.pruned
context - 1
current node = child of current context
current context indexpath. push( current node)
end
end
end

I

consumer thread constantly checks the product buffer and once it is non-empty, pops
the front element from the buffer and consumes it (update all the nodes in the stack).
Special care has been taken to handle race condit ions.
The performance is shown in Table 6. We use t he single thread CTW later for
comparison because fi rstly the time saving of two threads CTW is marginal and also
because debugging a mu lti-threading program is much harder t han debugging a single
thread program .
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(a) Naive CTW implementation

(b) Naive CTW implementation with lazy instantiation.
Figure 2: A graphical illustration of the memory improvement of CTW with lazy
instantiation. Both CTW are of depth 32, after processing the first 24 bits of the bib
file in the Calgary corpus.

It is worth noting that [STOl] adopted a different and more sophisticated approach
to the parallel CTW implementation. They split the tree over a given number of
processors such that every processor works independently on symbols whose context
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bib d e pth 196
bib depth 256
bookl depth 128

single thread
41s
46s
4m39s

two threads
35s
39s
4m3s

time saving
14.6%
15.2%
12.9%

Table 6: Two-thread CTW performance
fall s into a particular subt ree. Speed gains from a factor of 2 to 7 were achieved with
their implementation.
6.1.2

Kneser-Ney and Regular CTW

R esults. Experimental resu lts of Kneser-Ney vari ants on their own are shown in Figure 3a to Figure 3c , the comparison with regular CTW is shown in Table 7.
Corpus
a bc

KN
1 .94

D
2
4

brown

2.2

conll2000

1.98

16
32
48
64
72
96
108
2
4
16
32
48
64
108
2
4
16
32
48
64
108

ASCII
9.375929704
8.976426167
3. 715387898
2.439632608
2.211723286
2.194516202
2.193144816
2.191879964
2. 191829914
9.417994045
9.003493245
3.71343232
2.574312174
2.357993016
2.343900951
2.342582803
9.331813477
8.95 1352437
3.743421183
2.543277403
2.398660361
2.39186783
2.391141942

5 bits uniform
5.7473191 04
5.689325598
3.31082257
2.244485751
2.226114853
2.224705186
2.224588231
2.224556668
2.22454415
5.7596281 91
5.702626191
3.423379792
2.398 197687
2.384292341
2.383813016
2.383802438
5. 732065629
5.679587256
3.3582134 13
2.468912229
2.46109411
2.4606711 7
2.460629683
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alphabet ical
5.077420912
4.848616234
3.044632157
2.421701278
2.1 82635132
2.180646019
2.179250532
2.179194317
2. 179109195
5. 2084 35087
4. 965836405
3.137747665
2.521619048
2.320540037
2.31956709
2.319192271
4.969715227
4. 739264211
3.044148275
2.502505565
2.365711752
2.364371056
2 .363863803

Huffman (!e n)
5. 763001652
5.30841402
2. 702719353
2.074434 783
2.062969508
2.060129822
2.060129764
2.060042847
2. 060042847
5 900170496
5. 436051867
2.805508529
2. 199189223
2.189209 113
2. 188570879
2.188563648
5.630713072
5.191496668
2.73413459
2.247259704
2.243357326
2.241961493
2.241921652

Huffman (freq)
2.141370455
2.141162723
2 111372354
2.088 172015
2.088171622
2.088171622
2.088171622
2.088171622
2.088171622
2.231358058
2.231279619
2.216659651
2.210365901
2.2 10365941
2.210365941
2.210365941
2.085574222
2.085556068
2.071582332
2.06 1505984
2.061505675
2.061 505675
2.061505675

Table 7: Experimental results of regular CTW compared to baseline Kneser-Ney. We
have chosen modified Kneser-Ney on 3-gram model with maximum training sentences
of each corpus. The number in the Kneser-Ney (KN) column is the average code lengt h
in bits per letter. We have used five different ways of binarising each corpus. ASCII
represents a 8-bit ASCII coding for each letter, 5 bits uniform uses a 5-bits uniform
coding as shown in Table 4. The remaining three code words instead of letters. 'lexicographical' uses the binary representation of lexicographical index of a word in the
alphabet set. Huffman (!en) and Huffman (freq) are Huffman codes for each word based
on their length and frequency in each corpus respectively. The column D represents
different depths of CTW. The numbers shown in columns ASCII , 5 bits uniform, alphabetical, Huffman (Jen) , Huffman (freq) are actual code length. The smaller the number
is, the better the performance.

Discussion. A few observations can be made from the results.
1. Kneser-Ney.

Firstly, for all variants of Kneser-Ney methods, the larger the
training set, the better the performance. This coincides with our expectation.
Secondly it is interesting to see that the performance of Kneser-Ney does not
vary too much between 2-gram and 3-gram models. This may be due to the following two reasons: (1) the severe sparsity in training data for 3-gram model;
(2) the distribution of a word largely depends on the most recent word, but
only marginally on words prior to that. Thirdly, both Kneser-Ney and modified Kneser-Ney outperform modified Kneser-Ney with normal counting when
the training set is relatively small and modified Kneser-Ney slightly outperforms
Kneser-Ney. However, when the size of the training set is large , it seems that
both modified Kneser-Ney and Kneser-Ney with ad hoc counting cannot effectively take full advantage of the training set and benefit from its increasing size,
while modified Kneser-Ney with normal counting excels when the training set size
is relatively large. This phenomenon is consistent across three different corpora.

2. CTW. We can see that the performance of CTW improves as the depth is increased. It is also clear that the improvement tends to zero as t he depth gets
larger. This phenomenon is independent of how t he text file is binarised. On
the one hand , the larger the depth , the more models CTW is mixing over, so
asymptotically the performance should not get worse as the depth grows. On the
other hand, the 'true ' model of text dependency may be close to a Markov model
with small depth/order, so it is reasonable to expect the performance to converge
as the depth grows.
3. CTW and Kneser-Ney. It is obvious from Table 7 that Kneser-Ney outperforms CTW regardless of the used binarising method we use. Except for ASCII
coding, we have essentially helped CTW by precompressing the text. This goes
to the extreme when we use Huffman coding on the frequency of the words , in
which case CTW achieves the closest performance to Kneser-Ney. Even though
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(b) Variants of Kneser-Ney on corpus brown .

we have advantaged CTW by pre-compressin g the file with Huffm an codin g on
word frequency, it still doesn 't outperform Kn eser-Ney. This is partly because
Kn eser-Ney treats each work as an atomi c object, however, CTW needs to take
care of the inn er dependence of a bin ary string. It seems, however , that Huffm an
codin g on word length makes a fair comparison because the length of a word is
its intrinsic property that is independent of the corpus it is in.
Interest in gly enough , we would expect that CTW with 5 bits uni fonn coding
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(c) Variants of Kneser-Ney on corpus conll2000.

Figure 3: Variants of Kneser-Ney methods on different corpora. 3-gram models are on
the left, 2-gram models are on t he right. Th e vert ical a.,is is the average code length
per letter in bits. The horizont al axis is the size of the training set in sentences.
should outperform CTW with plain ASCII coding, however, t hi s is not the case
for large depth , i. e. CTW with ASCII coding actually outperfonns CTW with
5 bi ts uniform coding for depth larger than 48 and thi s is consistent across all
corpora. We will see that this phenomenon is reversed in ph ase CT\,\/.

6.1.3

Kneser-Ney and Phase CTW

Phase CTW. For a fixed-length coding of letters , each bit in the code is called a
phase. In the previous chapter, we have used a single CTW for all bits in a co de. In
this section , we consider separatin g each code into bits and use separate context trees
for each phase. The context of each bit consists of the prev ious bits from the complete
stri ng up to some depths d. For exam ple, for ASCII coding we_ use 8 separate context
trees, each for one posit ion/ phase in th e ASCII code.
R es ults . Th e results of phase CTW compared to Kneser-Ney are shown in Table 8.
Corpus
abc

KN
1. 94

D
2
4
16
32
48
64

ASCII (regular)
7.435 929704
7.036426167
1. 775387898
0.499632608
0.271723286
0.254516202

5 bit.s (regular)
3.80731 9104
3.749325598
1.37082257
0 304485751
0 286 114853
0.284705186
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ASCII (phase)
4.110861 64
3.3694 93906
1.728137512
0.497851983
0.269947772
0.252740676

5 bit.s (phase)
3.354424684
2.921444207
0.925975908
0.235185756
0.2 17032691
0.2 15628662
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brown

2.20

conll2000

1.98

96
108
2
4
16
32
48
64
108
2
4
16
32
48
64
108

0 2531 44816
0 251879964
0.251829914
7.217994045
6.803493245
1.5 1343232
0.374312174
0.15 7993016
0.143900951
0.142582803
7.35 1813477
6.971352437
l. 763421183
0.563277403
0.418660361
0.41186783
0.41114 1942

0. 284588231
0.284556668
0 28454415
3.559628191
3.50262619 1
1.223379792
0.19819768 7
0. 18429234 1
0. 183813016
0. 183802438
3.752065629
3.699587256
l.37821341 3
0 .48891 2229
0.48109411
0.48067117
0.480629683

0.251369289
0.250104436
0.250054386
3.879 133147
3.12789-1451
1 .469065993
0.373068039
0.156753 103
0. 142661028
0 14 13,12879
4 .04 7244468
3.336167894
1.714945978
0.559342484
0.414738018
0.407945498
0. 4072 19609

0.215511 786
0.215480224
0.2 15467705
3.097215086
2.676870517
0.766950376
0. 129623313
0. 115938397
0. 115462064
0. 115451482
3.297517366
2.8904 5251 7
0.922824 739
0.3729 16214
0.36520871 7
0.364789
0.364747513

Ta ble 8: Experimental result s of phase CTW compared to baseli ne Kneser-Ney and
regular CTW. We have chosen modified Kneser-Ney on 3-gram model wi t h maximum
training sentences of each corpus. T he number in the Kneser-Ney (KN) colu mn is
the average code length in bit s per letter. We have reported regular and phase CTW
with ASCII coding and 5 bit s uniform coding. The column D is t he varying dept h of
CTW and t he numbers in the last fo ur columns represent the code length d ifference to
Kneser- Ney. The smaller the number , the better the performan ce.

Discu ssion. Wi th increasing dept h , the perform ance of phase CTW improves and
t ends to converge at large depths. P hase CTW out performs normal CT W . T his is
consistent across different corpora and different codings. Separat ing context trees for
each bi t makes it easier for CTW to capture t he characterist ic of each bit in t he code and
t hus yield smaller code length . Among t he four different vari ations, phase CTW wit h
5 bit uniform coding is t he closest to Kneser-Ney, but the code length difference varies
among di fferent corpora, with the smallest one being 0. 181 and the largest one being
0.429. What is interesting is t hat for regular CTW , plain ASCII coding outperforms 5
bi ts uniform codi ng, which is different from wh at we might have expected . However ,
for phase CTW the opposite can be observed.

6.2

Large-alphab et CTW w ith Sparse Adaptive Dirichletmultinomial Coding

In this section we consider large-alphabet CT W. Rather than working directly on t he
bit level, each node in a large-alpha bet CTW represents a letter (byte). As we have
disc ussed in Section -l.l , one of t he problems we need to address is how much probability needs to be reserved for unseen symbols. We have implemented CTW with
Sparse Adaptive Dirichlet-multinomial (SAD) coding and compared it to CT W wi th
t he Laplace and KT estim ator. In CTW wit h SAD , each node has a different /3~, which
is calculated based on the statistics associat ed with the node.
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We have experimented with large-alphabet CTW with various depths and different
alphabet sizes. In order to make a fair comparison with Kneser-Ney and considering
t he average number of letters in an English word, we have tested various CTW depths
up to 16. We note, however, the actual symbols that occur in our text are lower-case
English letters, i.e., only 26 symbols actually appear in the text .

Results. Experimental results of large-alphabet CTW are shown in Tables 9 to 11.
Depth
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
4

4
6
6
6
8
8
8
16
16
16

Alphabet size
32
64
128
256
512
1024
32
64
128
256
512
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024

Hutter (base-line)
4. 168427607
4.168439692
4.168449116
4.168457745
4.168466043
4. 168474189
3.644612734
3.644910921
3.645145985
3.64536186
3.645569721
3.645773885
3.251017127
3.261460342
3.267512902
2.588403535
2.742268043
2.81576277
2.442142941
2.674927488
' 2. 770630007
2.434400699
2.673701575
2. 769943823
2.433121507
2.673732105
2.769974428

Laplace
4.168123713
4.168282165
4.168579219
4.169133785
4.170163986
4.172066697
3.640724338
3.643414741
3.648281285
3.656993432
3.672393279
3.699196603
3.233358373
3.380167084
3.608676058
2 65190733
3.283311777
3.605782129
2.607649666
3.282770517
3.605782273
2.607268896
3.282777561
3.605782316
2.607266642
3.282778342
3.605782318

KT
4.168110285
4.168194513
4.168352965
4.16865002
4169204585
4.170234786
3.640356651
3.641831663
3.644522066
3.64938861
3.658100757
3.673500604
3.226647963
3.316824955
3.484202472
2.567903744
3.115748212
3.466789663
2.500812885
3.113200867
3.4668005
2.500044646
3.113212848
3.46680068
2.49999745
3.113215264
3.466800696

Table 9: Experimental results of large-alphabet CTW on corpus abc. SAD , Laplace
and KT estimators are implemented and used as underlying estimators. Different base
alphabet sizes are considered. T he numbers in the last three columns are the code
length per letter. Smaller numbers imply better performance.

Depth
0
0
0
0
0
0

Alphabet size
32
64
128
256
512
1024

Hutter (base-line)
4.171498521
4.171506868
4.171513376
4.171519335
4.171525066
4.171530692
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Laplace
4.171285334
4.171398397
4.171610816
4.172008342
4.1727 48881
4.174121048

KT
4.171275776
4.171335762
4.171448826
4.171661244
4.17205877
4.172799309

1
1
1
l
l

1
2
2
2
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
16
16
16

32
64
128
256
512
102,1
32
256
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024

3.63035764
3.630565441
3.630729137
3.630879417
3.631024095
3.631166188
3.262561668
3.270209336
3.27462424
2.72274913
2.845097474
2. 902269253
2.598980311
2.791648382
2.867963557
2.593458404
2.790694332
2.867456985
2.593105057
2.7907471 85
2.867488428

3.627584277
3.629540111
3.633096123
3.6395011 55
3.650905958
3.670930278
3. 24 779335 7
3.359738806
3.549625722
2.746707182
3.271198727
3.547139791
2. 708036537
3.271030676
3.547139929
2. 70787415
3.271032914
3.547139968
2.707913672
3.271 033122
3.547139968

3.627318156
3.628385786
3.63034162
3.633897633
3.640302665
3.651707468
3 242846405
3.31134109
3.445676775
2 677021519
3 133259272
3.426493011
2.61 7089186
3 132182057
3.426499 14
2.616583004
3 132195892
3.426499271
2.616650502
3 132196818
3.426499283

Table 10: Experiment results of large-alphabet CTW on corpus brown. The setting is
the same as in Table 9

Depth
0
0
0
0
0
0
l
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8

Alphabet size
32
64
128
256
512
1024
32
64
128
256
512
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024
32
256
1024

Hutter (base-line)
4.181539507
4. 181575831
4.181604155
4.181630088
4. 181655028
4.18167951
3.664996405
3.665871721
3. 666564016
3.667200406
3.667813414
3.668415629
3.297432769
3.323582513
3.33832068
2.747128368
2.978419162
3.075131872
2.636693247
2.941238375
3.0558511 71
2.630823692
2.941 093683
3.05584711
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Laplace
4.180682931
4.1811 12172
4. 181 910998
4.183389811
4. 186110255
4.191077361
3. 654973827
3.661884426
3.674167773
3.695695414
3. 732772722
3. 795278358
3. 259424593
3.534250334
3. 792593005
2.84 7442282
3.520120794
3. 792616128
2.832323649
3.520155989
3. 7926161 28
2.83265242
3.520157614
3. 792616128

KT
4.180647642
4.180877294
4.181306535
4.182105361
4.18358417 4
4.186304617
3.654005529
3 657849976
3.664760575
3.677043922
3.698571563
3.73564887
3.244554243
3.43357441
3 690184039
2.73969143
3 371902547
3.689417577
2.711207616
3.37199363
3.689418372
2.711 3836 13
3.3720011 15
3689418488

16
16
16

32
256
1024

2.629544094
2.94114957
3.055888147

2.832695192
3.520157694
3. 792616128

2.711421709
3.372001818
3.689418489

Table 11: Experiment results of large-alphabet CTW on corpus conll2000. The setting
is the same as in Table 9

Discussion. For all three methods, the code lengths decrease as depths increases,
while the code lengths increase with the base alphabet size. These two observations
coincide with our expectation. SAD outperforms Laplace and KT estimators on every
tested depth, alphabet size and corpus. However, Kneser-Ney method still outperforms
SAD even at depth 26 with alphabet size 26. SAD adapts to the alphabet that actually
appears in the text and is not influenced too much by the size of the base alphabet
size. For example, for corpus abc , CTW with depth 16, SAD has a 0.38 difference in
the code length when the alphabet size goes from 26 to 1024, while Laplace has a 1.07
difference and KT 1.03.

6.3

Large-alphabet CTW on Artificial Data

We now investigate the behaviour of large-alphabet CTW with various estimators on
artificial data.
Data generation. The alphabet size D is set to be 213 = 8192 . We have generated
three kinds of artificial data. In the first , we sampled 01 , •.. ,0m uniformly from the m-1dimensional probability simplex and set 0m+l up to 0D to zero. So effectively we limit
the actual alphabet size tom. We then sample X L n i.i.d from 0=(0 1 , .. . ,0D) with n set
to 213 =8192 . We should note , however, unless n»m or D>>n, we usually don't have
a sequence with exactly m distinct symbols.
In the second experiment, we choose 0 to be Zipf-distributed . The motivation of
Zipf's distribution is that it mimics some corpus of natural language, i.e. , the frequency
of any word is inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency table. We set 0i cc i - "
(with proper normalisation) with varying Zipf exponent 1 > 0. Large I means 0 will
get discounted quickly, which results in smaller used alphabet.
As a special case, we have set 1 =0 , which results in a uniform distribution over the
whole alphabet.
Results. The experimental results are shown in Tables 12 and 13. Another related
experiment is carried out and the results are shown in Table 14.

m = 2'
21
22
23
24

SAD
1480.03
6975.76
15875.8
20929.5

Laplace
13180.5
19040.2
27049.4
31874.8
65

KT
9653.96
15521.3
23545.7
28395.6

25
26
27
2s
29

27420.7
34069.9
43770.1
54289.6
67324.6

37769.7
43 128.5
49438.9
54326.8
59490.3

34335.5
39772
46227.4
51339. 7
56871. 8

Table 12: Large-alphabet CTW performance with different estimators. The seq uence
length is fixed to n = 213 =8 192 and total alphabet size D = 2 13 = 8192. The res ults are
shown for varyi ng actua l used alphabet. The numbers in the last three columns are the
code length of different estim ators. The depth of the tree is set to 16.

'Y

0
01
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2

SAD
74410
74420.6
74420.6
74393.9
74334
74229
72888.4
71752.2
69144.8
65030 .5
59323
54583 .3
45806.5
39191.9
32018.6
27733.7
24160
22328.5
18759.l
16894
14463.3

Laplace
73817.9
73818.3
73817.2
73815.5
73774
73121.4
71492.1
7015 1.8
67825 .2
63277.3
58649.2
54710
47285.8
43086.1
37468.1
34323.1
31916.8
30440.7
28114
26559.2
24609.3

KT
73817.9
73818.6
73816.6
73813.9
73799.4
73527.8
71612.4
70028.6
67411.9
62258.6
57238.8
52879.4
44858.5
40529.3
34521.8
31240.5
28765 1
27238.9
24836 6
23230.4
21245.9

Table 13: Large-alphabet CTW performance with different estimators. The sequence
length is fixed to n = 2 13 = 8192 and total alphabet size D = 213 = 8192. The results
are shown for varying 'Y· The numbers in the last three col umns are the code length of
different estimators. The depth of the tree is set to 16.

file

I unique byte II

SAD
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Laplace

KT

bib
bookl
book2
geo
objl
obj2
paperl
paper2
pie
progc
progl
progp
trans

81
82
96
256
256
256
95
91
159
92
87
89
99

2.554339692
2.692666277
2.468006573
5.024632854
4.034621057
2.894387533
3.125416738
3.059909001
0.891418006
2.878394366
2.012269231
1.818428076
1.802350099

3.463086182 3.287594622
3.103120309 2.976561147
3.243156993 3.061018727
4. 987565302 4.854468696
5.0187149
4.769524821
4.017523458 3. 773957657
3.833884697 3.653470425
3.531632247 3.400612638
0.907320272 0.882832975
3.78047352 3.564002641
3.132896197 2.93340523
3.225695784 2.929146573
3.44992225 3.201895669

Table 14: The performance of large-alphabet CTW with different estimators. The
unique byte column shows the number of unique bytes in the files. For ASCII text files ,
this number is relatively low, because they only contain letters and punctuations, while
for binary files , e.g. executable fi les and pictures, the number of unique bytes is high.
The total alphabet size is set to 256. The numbers in the last t hree columns are actual
code lengt h per byte. The depth of t he tree is set to 16.

Discussion. We find that SAD performs well compared with Laplace and KT when
the actual used alphabet is small compared to the total alphabet , e.g. , when mis small
and I large. On the other hand , when the actual used alphabet is close to the total
alphabet , e.g. when m is large and I closes to 0, we find t hat the performance of SAD
is comparable to Laplace and KT. To furt her investigate this , we tested large-alphabet
CTW wit h these t hree estimators on the Calgary corpus. We calculate t he number of
unique bytes in the files and report the performance of these estimators in Table 14.
The total alphabet size is set to 256. The results are consistent with what we find
in artificial data: SAD outperforms Laplace and KT when the actual used alphabet
is small, for example, for file 'progl', SAD outperforms Laplace and KT by 1 bit per
byte. However, when the number of unique bytes is relatively high , e.g. as in file 'pie'
and 'geo' , the performance of SAD is comparable to the other two. These results are
consistent with the results in [Hut l 3].

6.4

Applying SAD to Kneser-Ney

Vl/e have seen the power of SAD and wish t o bring t his idea to Kneser- Ney's method.
Given a sequence X Ln := x 1 x 2 .. . Xn from some large alphabet X , we st udy the back
off version of Neser-Ney method applied to a unigram model, which is given by t he
following
#t+1(Xt+1) - d

P(Xt+i lxu) =

{

dm' q\xt+il
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#t+1(xt+1) >0
#t+1(xt+1 ) =0

wh ere O < d < l is t he di scou nting parameter and m' := IA'I = l{x, ,x2.... ,xt} I is t he
number of uni que symbols appeared up to time step t. # 1+ 1 (x 1+1 ) is the number of
occurrence of X 1+ 1 in .T<t+l· q( ·) is some distribu tion over X such that L x,+q(x 1+ 1 )S l.
1
We also use t he follow ing notations in our discussion . m= IA l= l{ xr,x 2 , ... ,x,, }I denotes
t he tota l of number of unique symbols in Xr n; n; denotes the nubmer of occurrence of
symbol i in x 1 ,,,. A , (A ;+) is the set of sy mbols, in wh ich each sy mbol appears exactly
(la rger or equal to) i tim es. Relatedly m,= IA, I and m,+=I A,+ I- We are interested in
having an adaptive discount ing parameter t hat depends on how ma ny symbols we have
seen. Such an optimal ada pt ive discounting parameter can be obtained by maximising
t he following joi nt proba bility

n-1
PKN(Xzn)= II PKN( Xt+ rlxu)
t= l

n- 1
= II } II (nx 1+ 1 -d) II dm'q( X1+1)
t= J

lEOld

l ENew

where New: = {t = 0 ... n - l lx,+r \t A t} and Old: = {t = 0 ... n-llxt+ 1 E At} . The middle
term , for a fixed nJ?'. 2, is a product from (1- d) up to (nJ - 1-d) . Since
r (z + n)

n-l

~ = II (z + k ),

nEN

k=O

We can rewrite the joint probabili ty in terms of Gamma fun ction wit h z= 1- d
1

PKN(Xzn)=r(n) .

II r (z+ nJ -l) II
,
r(z)
. (1- z)m q(xt+J)

JEA2+

J EA

The total code length function is then
1
~
r( z+ nj-1 ) ~
,
CL1<N = -lnr(n) - 6 In
r(z)
- 6 ln(l -z)m q(x 1+ 1 )
JEA2+

JE A

Now take derivative of C LKN with respect to z, setting it to 0, we get

L

w(z+nJ-1) -

j EA 2+

L

w(z) = /:\

jEA2+

where w(-) is t he diGamma function. We can approximate t his by
n1
1

m

L w(z(l+ - -z ) ) - w (z ) = -1- z
n -- 1
m
L ln (z( l + - -z ) ) -w (z)= -1- z
n·- 1
m
L ln(l+ - -z )+ lnz - ,Ji (z) = -1-z

jEA2+

1

jEA2+

1

j E A 2+
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where we have used the approximation '11 (-) c::: In (·). We set lnz- 'll (z) to zero for
approximation. Then we have

'°'
ln (l+ n1-l)=1!.1'.
L,
1-d
d

jEA2+

Now we further assume that for all j EA , j is either of the followin g types
1. j E A 1 , i.e. j just appears once.

2. if j EAz+ , then j EAn· , i.e. if j appear more than once, it must appear n' times.
We also have n' = n - m,
m2+

Then we can further simplify this equation to
n' -1

m 2+1n(l + -

1-

m

-d ) = d

(18)

This problem has been simplified into a standard yet nontrivial mathematical equation
that we need to solve for d.

Heuristic. Although I'm not able to work out a closed form solution, I have a heuristic
for Equation (1 8).
d

m
(m - m 1 )ln 7n
n - m,
- 77ll

(19)

Two other heuristics below t hat were proposed by others in my research group are used
for comparison.
d'

m
2m -m 1 + 1

d" = ~
n+ l

m1

dKN = mi +2m2

where di<N is the discounting parameter suggested by Ney.

Justification of my heuristic. First we consider several intuitions, i. e. what we
expect d to be under different asymptotic behaviours of m, m 1 and n. \1/e would
reasonably hope that a good heuristic would exhibit all the intuitions.
1. When n is much larger than m , we would want to reserve less probability for
unseen symbols, i.e. we would expect d to be small. My heuristi c does yield a
small d when n is much larger th an m (fix m and m 1 and let n tend to infinity) .
d" has the property, whereas d' does not depend on n. A refined version of this
in tuition will be provided later.

2. If m 1 is large compared to m 2+ = m -m 1 , then we would like to reserve more
probability for unseen symbol, the reason being that the first time we encounter a
new symbol, we redistribute the held-out probabilities. On the other hand , when
m2+ is large we would like to reserve less probability, because from the second
time we come across a symbol, we have used a discounted maximum likelihood
estimator. My heuristic captures this intuition , however , d" does not.
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\Ve now examine some asy mptot ic cases
• v\lhen m 1 = 0, my heurist ic becomes
1

d= ln;;;
"
which roughly reduces to /3' used by SAD, considering
and d is ind ividual discount.

/3'

is t he collective discou nt

n ➔ oo, m<oo ( ⇒ m 1 < oo and m 2 + <oo) , then d-----,0 with O (1/ lnn), whi ch is
what we want.

• If

• If n ➔ oo, mcxn and m 2+ <oo ( ⇒ m 1 ➔ oo), t hen d-----, 005, which is also what we
want.
• If n ➔ oo, mcxn (m =cn), m 1 <oo, m 2 + cxn (m 2 + = c'n ) t hen d= -=,fr (somewhere
C nc7
between O and 1, depending on c a nd c').
Empirical justification. We have tested the aforementioned discounting parameters
on t he Calgary Corpus, and t he experimental resul ts are shown in Table 15.
fil e
bib
bookl
book2
geo
news
objl
obj2
paper l
paper2
pie
progc
progl
progp
trans

d
579447.5244
3481222.115
2928631. 723
579812.6773
1958105 .6 19
129124.8454
1546946.369
265718.6174
379018.4999
622094.424 7
206759.1905
342539.8018
241196.9393
519319.2058

d'
579595.8113
3481390.373
2928853 657
580165.424
1958342.537
129294.5952
154 7382.815
265828.1258
379112. 7036
622096.3187
206885 1354
342651. 33 73
241303 .7778
519479.9265

d"
580339.0914
3482605.951
293026 1.568
582177. 8465
1959525 687
130887 9617
1550275 .673
26662 1. 9505
380004.6417
625676.3681
207527. 1794
343669.9613
242047.1719
520368.7756

dI< N
579461.8551
3481693.784
2930094.358
583858. 7544
1959600.619
129296. 9900
1550947.687
265710.0736
379119.0332
622223.0408
206888. 6851
343899.483
241213.6001
519329.9752

Table 15: Performance of different discouting parameters on t he Calgary Corpus. The
numbers in this table are t he total code length. Smaller is better. The best perform ance
among t he four has been bolded.

5
The domain of t he discounti ng paramter d is (0,1). So in practice , d is set to a number on a
physical compute r (subject t o the finite precision of IEEE arit hmetic) in (0,1) that is t he closest to
t he calculated val ue given by Eq uation (19).
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The experimental results show that d outperforms other three discounting parameters
for all but one files. Moreover, dKN does only slightly better than don fil e ' paperl ',
which is the single file that dI<N outperforms d.
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7

Con cl us ion

!\lost raw data is not binary, but over some often large and structured alphabet. Somet imes it is convenient to deal with binarised data sequences, but typically exploiting
the original struct ure of the data significantly improves perform ance in many practical
applications. The main fo cus of th is thesis was to investigate the relationship between
binary data compression techniques and natural language modelling techniques.
As a foundation of compression. we surveyed Kolmogorov complexity and MartinLof randomness. \11/e studied the size of the set of random and nonrandom reals in
[0,1] from three different perspectives: set theoretic, measure theoretic and topologica.l
perspective. We summarised sixteen possible combinations of characterising the size of
a set and provided examples.
We conducted an empirical comparison between Kneser-Ney (KN) variants wit h
regular Context Tree Weight ing algorit hm (CTW) and phase CTW , and with largealphabet CTv\l wit h different estim ato rs. We foun d t hat both Kneser-Ney and modi fied
Kneser-Ney outperfor med modified K neser-Ney with norma l counting when the training set is relat ively small and modified K neser-Ney slight ly out performs Kneser- Ney.
However, when t he size of the traini ng set is large, it seems that both modified KneserNey and Kneser-Ney wit h ad hoc counting cannot effectively take full advantage of t he
trai ning set and benefit from its increasi ng size, wh ile modified K neser-Ney with normal
count ing excels when the training set size is relatively la rge.
We also apply t he idea of Rutter's adaptive sparse Dirichlet-mult inom ial coding to
the KN method and provide a heuri stic to make t he discounting paramet er adaptive.
The KN wit h this adaptive discounting parameter out perfo rms t he traditiona.l KN
method on t he La rge Calgary corpus.
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A

Exp licit Equat ions for Kneser- Ney

Here are a list of explicit equations used in our experi ment s. \Ve implemented basic
hneser-:'.:ey, and modified Kneser- Ney and modified Kneser-Ney wit h norm al counting.
There are many variations of Kneser-Ney method , and different researchers deal with
the base case different ly. For clarity, we have specified each algori th m by wri t in g out t he
recursion formu lae. we have a lso included 3,2-gram Kneser-Ney with norm al counting
in the follo11·ing. t hough we include it in the experiments.

3 ,2-gram Kneser-Ney (KN2 , KN3).

P"N,(*,_,.,_,)

~

l

max {N 1+(·X1 - 2:1 )-D(3 ) ,O}
NI+(-Xi - 2:i - l ')

3

+ D i 1NI+(x ;

2,1 1·) p

(

I

I<N2 Xi Xi- 1

NI+(-Xi - 2:i - l')

) N1+( -xi- 2,i-1 ·) > 0

Pr<N2 (xilxi- 1)

P KN,(x,1,,-,)

otherwise

max{ N 1+ (-x; - 1,i)- D C2>,O}
Ni+(-X; - 1·)
+Di21N1+(X1- 1· ) p
(x -)

~\

l<N 1

N1 +(-Xi - d

PKN,(xi)

P,N,(x.)

~

t

N1+(-Xi-1 ·)> 0
otherwise

max{ N1 + (·x1)- D (l ) ,O}
N 1+ (··)

·) _.!.._
\ + D itiNi+(
N 1+ H
IXI
1

Nr+(--)> 0
otherwise

Txl
where
(i)

D(i)= __n_1_
n\il+ 2n~i)
with

n? the number of i-grams that occurs exactly j times.

3 ,2-gram Kneser-Ney with normal count ing( K NNC2 , KNNC3) .

PKNNc,(x,I.,,_,.,_,)

~\

max{#(x;

2 ,;)- D l

3

l,o)

#(Xi- 2:i - l)

I , ) #(x;-2;- 1)> 0

D i' ) Nt+(Xi - 2,i- t ') p
(
+
#(Xi- 2:i -d
K NNC2 Xi Xt- 1

PKNNc,(xdxi-1)

P, NNc,(x,lx,_,)~ \

otherwise

max{ #(x,_ 1 ,; )-D l2) ,O}
#(x, _ ,)
D i2lN1+(x1 - 1· ) p
( )
+
#(x-; _ i)
K NNC1 Xi

#(xH)> O

PKN NcJx;)

ot herwise

PKNNC1 (x;)= max{#(x;)- D(l l,o} + D(l)N1+(-) 1
I V I
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IXI

IXI

3,2-gram modified Kneser-Ney (modKN2 , modKN3).

P~KN,(x,lx, .,,_,)

+

~ { 1 (Xi- 2j- 1)Pmodr<N, (x;/x;- 1)
N i+ ( •Xi -

2: 1)- D (

3

)(Ni+(•Xi- 2:i) )

N 1+ (-Xi- 2:i - 1•)

N1+( Xi-2•i -d > 0
0

otherwise

PmodKN,(X; IX; - 1)
where

3
3
. . )- D; )N1(x;-2,;-1 ·) + D~ )N2(x;- 2,;-d + Di~N3+(x;- 2,;- 1·)
)
N (
,(x,_z.,_1 l + ·Xi - 2:i- 1"

N i+ (·X ; 1,; )- D C2l (N1+ (·X;- 1,d)
N1+(·X1- 1·)

Pmodr<N,(x; IX;- 1) =
{

+

1 (X; - 1)PmodKN 1 (x;)

N1+(·X; - d>O

PmodI<N1 (X;)

otherwise

where
2

,(x;-i)

D;2) N 1(x;_l') + D~ ) N2(x; - d+Di~N3+(x;_1')
N1+(·X;- 1·)
N i+ (•xi)-DCi l (N 1 + Cx;))
Ni+H

PmodI<N1 (x;)=
{

+

,(£) 111

Ni+(--)> O

11

otherwise

1

where

,(£)

1
D;1l N1 (·) + D~ )N2( ·)+ Di~N3+(-)
Ni+(--)

Overall

O
n(i)

D~•)

D(i)(c)=
{

nn

if c= O
if c= l
if c=2
if c23

where
(i)

.

n(•l= 1-2y(i)~
l

(i)

n1

(i)

.

n(•l = 2- 3Y(iJ~
2

(i)

n2

(i)

.

n(•l = 3-4Y(i)~
(i)
n3

3+
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"·here y U) = ~
n; )+ 2n~r ) ·
1

3 ,2-gram modified Kn eser-Ney with normal counting (modKNNC2 , mod-

KNNC3).

P ••KNNc, (x,lx, _, ,_ ,)

~{

#(x; - 2 ,;)- D 13 1(#(x;_ 2 ,;))
#(x; - 2,;- 1)

+

1(x;_z,;_1) P modK NNC, (x; lx;-1)
P modl(NNC,( x;l x; - 1)

#(xi-2i - l ) > Q
otherwise

where

,'(Xi-2i- 1)=

.
(3) N 3+ (X;-2,;.
D 1(3) N 1( Xi-2,i -1 ·) + D 2(3) ]\T2( Xi-h-1
· ) + D 3+
1·)
#( . . )
X i2: t -l

#(X, - 1,;) -Dl2i(#(X;-1 ;))
#(x; - 1)

P modJ<NNc,(xd x;- 1) =
{

+

1 (X;- 1)P modJ< NNC, (x ;)
P modKNN C1(xi)

#(X;- 1)> 0
otherwise

where

,(x;-1)

P

D l2)N 1(x;_ 1·)+ Dfl N2(x;_i-) + D ~~N3+(x;_i-)
#( . )
Xi l

. _ #(x;)- D (l l (#(x;))
1
modJ<NNC, (x,) , vi
+,(E) IXI

where

(

1
1
- D ( lN1( ·)+ D ~ lN2(·)+D11N3+ (-)

,, E) -

IXI

D (nl( k) and Dkn) as above.

B

Table of Notation

The fo llowing is a list of commonly used notations. The first column is the symbol
itself, the second column is its corresponding name and / or explanation. Some notation
is formally defin ed/ intro duced in this thesis, e.g. C(x) and I< (x) , while some stand ard
ones are used wit hout being formally defined , e.g. JR .
Symbol

Explanation

Sets and alphabets
IR
JR+

N

No

set
set
set
set

of real numbers
of nonnegative real nwnbers
of natw-al nwnbers N = {1 ,2,3 , ..
of natural numbers including zero
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z
IQ)
JIB

Y,S
X

Standard abbreviations
[hutter05]
(5.3)
00

{a,b,. .,z}
[a,b)
lf,:3, ⇒

D

i,k,n,t

O(-),o( ·)
JI[P]
e.g.
i.e.

etc.
i.i.d.
iff
s.t.
e
Jr

E

E
Var
p
[,

µ

!1
Elementary operations

+,-,-(x),/

v
ISl,lal

I:7=1

rn=l

min/max
argmin
argmax
log
logb

In
limn-too
(In)equalities

=,#)~,=
:S ,2::) <,>
c,c::

set of integers Z={ ... ,~2 ,-1,0,1 ,2, ... }
set of rational numbers IQ)= { ;l}, n E Z, d EN
binary alphabet/set JIB= {0,1}
generic sets
generic alphabet , normally large

paper, book or other reference
label/reference for a formula/theorem / definition / (sub )section
infinity
set containing elements a,b,... ,z. 0 is the empty set
interval on real line, closed at a (includes a) and open at b (exclude,
for all, there exists, implies
q.e.d (Latin), which was to be demonstrated
natural numbers, t is normally interpreted as discrete time step
big and small oh-notation
Iverson bracket, JI[P] = 1 only when P is true
exempli gratia (Latin), for example
id est (Latin) , that is
et cetera (Latin), and so forth
independently identically distributed
if and only if
such that
constant e = 2. 71828 ...
constant 1r=3.14159 ..
some small positive real munber
expectation value
variance
probability distribution
the uniform measure
probability measure
sample space or Chaitin's number
standard arithmetic operations: sum, difference, product, ratio
square root
size/cardinality of set S, absolute value of a
sununation from i = 1 to n
product from i = 1 to n
min-/maximal element of a set: minxEX
argminxf(x) is the x minimising J(i)
argmaxxf(x) is the x maximising f(x)
logarithm to some basis
logarithm to basis b
natural logarithm to basis e = 2. 71828.
limiting value of argument for n tending to infinity
equal to, not equal to , approximately equal to, equivalent to
standard inequalities
proper subset, subset
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+ + +

:::'. ,2: ,=
X X

X

::; .;>:,=

less/ g,Tea ter/equal within an additive constant
less/ greater/equal within a multipli cative constant

Strings
XJ :n

X <t
X;

~r: ,y ,z
w

£(x)
#(x)
# , (x, lx,_ i) or # ,(x,)
M
IC
BV code
AIT-related

AIT

AR
AC
r Xl :T!

C (x)
C (x ly)
K( x )
K( x ly)
()

empty string
x 1 x2 .. . Xn, string of length n
x 1 x2 ... x,_ , , string of length t - 1
i :th letter in string x
finite strings
infinite sequence, elementary event
length of string x
the mm1ber of string x that occurs in some corpus
t he number of occurrence of x , in x<t
set of models/sources, model class
a coding scheme
block to vari ble code
algorit hmic information theory
algori thmic 'Martin-Leif' randomness
algorithmi c 'Kolmogorov ' complexity
00
{ WX1c n } C llll
, cylinder set of X1c n
plain Kolmogorov complexity of string x
plain Kolmogorov complexity of string x , given y
prefix Kolmogorov complexity of string x
prefix Kolmogorov complexity of string x, given y
a recursive bijective pairing function N x N-+ N
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